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Southern Illinois University
Gus says maybe ole' Paul just
wants to keep the wnmen in the
mess tent.

All should register
for draft ...... Simon
By

Kar~n Gullo
Writ~r

Staff

"The day has passed" when
only men can serve in the
United States military. savs V.
S. Rep. Paul Simon. "n-111.
Commenting on the reinstatement of draft registration.
S1mon said both men and
women should be required to
reg~ster.
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Snowclouds dump fines, tow fees
on cars left· parked on snow routes
By Mary .\nn McN•Ity
S&aff Writer

Carbondale's first snowfall of
1980 not only dumped 5 inches of
snow on the city. but left Z7
motorists without their cars
Thursday morning. By Friday.
other citizens may receive
citations for not shoveling their
sidewalks.
Motorists whose cars were
towed from the 44 city streets
marked snow routes had to pay
at least $13.50 in tow fees to get
their cars back. said Roger
Karsten, president of Karsten
Aut:> Recycling Corp.• the city's
contract towing firm. Violators
also face a $5 tow fine from the
city.
Tom McNa~ara of the
Carbondale police said officers

issued tow orders for Z7 cars
Wednesday evening.
Code enforcement officers
will begin issuing tickets at 8
.1.m. Friday to Carbondale
residents who have'l 't shoveled
at lea~t a 30-inch path on
sidewalks abutting their
property. said John Yow, code
enforcement director.

after thP snow stops falling. City
Manager Carroll J. Fry
designated 8 a.m. Thursday as
the start of the 24-hour period.
Yow said code enforcement
?fficers would first inspect
sidewalks in downtown Carbondale to make sure that
heavily-used walks are cleared.
Officers will then check
sidewalks on snow route streets
and the rest of Carbondale.

Yow said he didn't expect
inspectors to issue many tickets
since most pE'Ople we~ out
Yow said that if code enshoveling •heir ~alks Thur;.dai. forcement
inspectors could not
The code entor-.:ement office determine whether the tenant
issued about 140 citations for Qr owner of a building was
violation of the snow shoveling responsible for sho\·eling the
ordilldnce last year. The or- sidewalks. the officen< '!.ould
dinance, passed in February iss~ t .ckets to both parties.
"T;.e conrts would then
1978. requires tenants or
homeowners to shovel a path for decide who was responsible,"
pedestrians within 24 hours Yow said.

"Registrations for the draft
should be made across the
board for both men and
~omen." Simon said in a phone
•nt~rv1ew from his Washington
~ff1ce Wednesday. "Since there
1s an arbitrary division between
the sexes in the militarv. new
conscription should include
women .
. R.eports from Washington
md1cat~ that any decision
conc:emmg the role of women in
the military won't be announced
for another month. S..--veral
members of President Carter's
administration. including
Defense Secretary Harold
Bro~. have said that any new
Selective Service registration
should cover both sexes, it was
repor~.

Simon said his support cl

draftt ' ~- • ....,. :thort . ,

advocating active combat duty
for them.
"I doubt thse WGUid ever be

the need for women to assume
combat roles in the military.
but tha; 's where the line is
drawn." Simon said. "For
anthropt'logical and cultural
reasons. men can serve combat
duty more easily."
. Simon is co-sponsor of a bill
mtroduced in the last Congress
that would institute a voluntarv
national service program fo'r
both men and wom .. n as an
alternative to a military draft.
The bill. called the National
Youth Service Bill. contains
four options of military service.
according to Vicki Otten,
spokeswomen for Simon. The
first opt!un IS a two-year
1

1

:d ~~t::~:~ar usbe~e~~~~thsT~!
~econd

option calls for six
months of active servi<.e and 5
':r years of reserve service plus
24 months of educational
benefits. The third option 1s
keeping the present lottery
svstem. The fourth and what
Ot~en termed the "most attractive" option is one year of
civilian service. Community
based public service employment, similiar to the
proaral1\ for eonsei..11tl~s

Objecton duriDC the war In Viet

Nam, would be offered as an
alternative to military service

under Ibis optioa.

Quote eJTOneoU8Iy attributed
A news story on Page 1 of the
Daily Egyptian Thursday about
a meeting of the Intercollegiate
4\thletics Commitee incorrectly
1ttributed a quote to W. D
Khmstra, committee member
who was SIU..C's delegate to the
recent convention of the
National . Intercollegiate
Athletics Association.
The statement in questionthat the small ~chools Ithose in
Divisions II and Ill of the
NCAAI
are
"male
dominated"- was made at the
meeting by Charlotte West,
director oi women's athletics.
West explained that she was
refemng to the fact that many
smaller schools where women's
athletit:s programs are new or
relatively new or just getting
st!lrted have only men as
coaches and ath!etics directors.
It was the Dh'isions 11 and 111
schools, Klimstra pointed out,
that voted at the NCAA meeting
to establish national cham-

pionships for women in five
sports. That action by the NCAA
small-school. members was
criticized by West, former
president of the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women,
which
conducts
national champions.'lip events
of its own .
Klimstra said the news story
about the lAC meeting did not
make clear that Division I
Uarge schools) of the NCAA, of
which SIU is a member, was not
involved in the action of the
Divisions II and Ill schools. He
said the story gave an
erroneous impression of SIUC's positioro on the championships isslae and the NCAAAIAW relatio.18.
Klimstra -aho said he did not
make the statement, attributed
to him in lhe story, that "the
NCAA doesn't have any additional money" for travel
expenses for women to attend
national championships.

Orientation et'elJttvill open Black History Month
By Steve Grant
Staff Writer
"Kujichagulia, ·• a student
mentation event sponsored by
the Black Affairs Council. will
highlight the beginning of Black
H1story Month Saturday at 7
p.m. in Grinnell Hall.
The English translation for
Kujichagulia
is
selfdetermination, BAC Coordinator Sherrie Johnston said.
.. As one of the seven principles of blackness. this concept
describes our struggle to define
ourselves, name ourselves, and
speak for ourselves, instead of
being deftned and spoken for by

others," Johnston said.
Aside fr(;&n giving t1ps on
maintaining good acad~mic
standing. the orientation will
inform students about different
organizations and activities
available to them on campus.
Various org~nizations affiliated with BAC will add to the
scope of Black History Monthto run through February-with
a series of art and cultural
exhibits. rap sessions and
workshops.
Black History Month was
begun in 1926 and originally ran
as a week long celebration. The
mtent of the celebration is to

offer events that emphasize the
importam:e of men and women,
as well as facts, in the history of
black people in Africa, South
America and the United States.
The theme of this year's
Black History Month is
"Operation Self-Awareness of a
Cultural Kaleidoscope."
"The theme exemplifies our
awareness of the chamles that
,have taken place over the years
and expresses our hope for an
optimistie outlook in the
future," Johnston said.
"This theme depicts the many
efforts put forth by black
leaders to promote and instill

positive attitude~~ toward the
black culture," said Denise
Thompson. Chairwoman of the
BAC Programming Committee.
The celebration is dedicated
to past and present black
leaders inc:ludi!lg Martin Luther
King Jr., Ralph Abernathy.
Vernon Jord:·.n, Meadger
Evers. Ralph Bunche, and
Coretta King.
"As we are entering the '80s,
we would still have the oppressions of the past if our
courag... leaders had not
struggled for us:• said
Elizabeth Walker, a member of
the Programming Committee.

A rap session for black starr,
faculty and students is
scheduled fOI' Feb. 7, and will
give participants a chance to
'"get to know t=llCb other on a
more personal basis," Johnston
said.
Art exhibits will be shown in
the Student Center, the
Uciversity Museum, and Morris
Libnlry. The exhibits illustrate
Blact Ameriean art and culture
and African art.
A workshop to teach students
bow t.i start and maintain
suecessful
student
organizations will begin Feb. 13.

Karea G.U.
Staff Writer
A former trade union leader
has accused the Atomic Energy
Commis&''lll of hiding accidents
and mishandling radioactive
materials in nuclear power
plants.
Leo Goodman, secretary of
the Congress of Industrial
Organizations from 1950 to 1973,
called the developme';lt of
nuclear energy in the United
States "unsafe, unec"!'.omic and
unreliable," ill a lecture
Wednesday sponsored by the
Appletree Alliance, an anJnuclear group.
"The processing of nuclear
materials is too complex to.
wor" safely outside of a
!::....,..ratory," Goodman told the
group. "The AEC has used its

power and prestige to hide the
truth from the public. ••
Because much of the i~
formation concerning accidents
in nuclear plants l5 labeled
classified by the government
"thousands of accidents" have
gone undetected, Goodman
said. Radiation exposure limits
have been lowered almost every
15 yean since 1940 and based on
this fact. Goodman questioned
the accuracy of any recommended limit set by the
government.
"In 1940 the acceptable
human exposure limit was 165
tads. In 1950 it was lowered to 6S
rads and in 19fi0 a formula set
at.5 rads times~ person's' age
mmus 18, was mvented. Now
which figure is accurate and
why has it been lowere.t ~:"ver

the year5?" Goodman asked.

Goodman is now the chairman of the Split Atom Study
Group, an anti-nuclear coalition
based in Wa.<~hington D. C. He
said he advocated change and
reform for trade union workers
in his 23 years with the CIO and
led a delegation of workers
from the Union Carbide nuclear
plant in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The Union Carbide workers.
he said, were living under
"concentration camp" conditions. They were required to
live in government housing and
were isolated from the community because of the nature of
their work in the plant, Goodman said.
Goodman cited a case of a
nuclear plant employee who

tried to sue the industry
because of serious injuries and
illness he had contracted while
working around radioactive
ma·terials. The case was
suspended by a local judge who
said the case jeopardized the
security of the United States,
Goodman said. therefore setting a precedent that no compensation could be given to
workers injured at a nuclear
plant
A former atomic energy
consultant to Robert Kennedy.
Goodman said ·'hundreds of
releases of uranium hexafloride
gas" have occurred at nuclear
plants around the country. He
has privately published a
survey of rn.;.;lear accidents in
the atomic industry.

Tuition boost proposal Overdtte fine collection delayed
being readied for board
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the

lint las&allmea& of a tw..,.rt

A proposal to increase ~uition
at SIU-C is being prepared by
the Chancellor's Office and will
be submitted to the Board of
Trus~ees at its February
meetmg, Frank Horton, vice
president tor acauemic affairs,
said Thursday.
Bruce Swinburne, vice
liresident for student affairs,
said the proposal is a result of a
recommendation by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education that
tuition for full-time students be
increased by $48 in fiscal year
1981.
Swinburne said the IBHE
recommended the $24 per
semester increase-$2 per
credit hour at SIU-C-at its
December meeting in order to
offset the costs of inOatioo.

sw, 011 delinquent parllinll
"The increase was very fiDel -ed to the Ullivenity by
strongly recommended by the memben of tile faculty aDd
IB~E. It's an inflationary type 11aH. Part two will appear Ia
of mcrease and I do expect it to Manday'l edtdea
By Jacqw~i Koazczu
occur," Swinburne said.
If approved, the semester Staff Writer
A joint effort by SIU-C and tlY
cost of tuition for a full·time
resident student would increase state to collect part of $33,274
from $287 to $311. The cost for a owed by faculty and staff in
full-time non-resident would overdue parking fines has hit a
increase from $861 to $885 per snag in the state comptroller's
semester.
office. leaving collection plans
Board of Trustees' regulations "in limbo." says a University
require that any student fee administrator.
increase be considered at two
The fines have been acmeetings, The increase will cumulating at the Bursar's
come up for a vote in March.
Office since 1974. and consist of
Swinburne said that although charges owed by present and
~e is opposed to "anything that past employees, Warren Bufmcreases costs to students," the fum, associate vice president
system is often left with no for financial affairs. said
other altemativ...
Wednesday.

Summit Offers More ...

Last July, the University too vague and indefinite to be
arranged to send the delinquent enforced.
The ruling came in a lawsu1t
accounts to the comptroller's
office for collection after the brought by 13 faculty and starr
letters requesting payment sent members after amounts had
to the individuals went una~ been deducted from their
swered. The comptro!!er. by paychecks in a~nce with
~:ate law, has the power to an in-house collection schemt>.
deduct from state employee's The University was ordered to
paychecks any amount that is :r.J~ $1,041 that had been
owed to the state, Shari Rhode,
The comptroller also said the
associate University legal
University had "no authoritv to
counsel, said.
Rather than initiating the act as both police and judge.'"
deductions, however, the by issuing the fines and then
comptroller sent SIU-C a letter attempting to collect them.
~ling further documenRhodes said she has sent the
tation proving the fines are
comptroller complett>
valid
documentation
of the steps the
Rhode said the University
was asked to prove that it had Univel"'!lity has taken. which
includes
the
drafting
of a llt'W
made adequate changes in its
employee parking fine policy parking fine policy, to clear up
siJK't! 1972 when a circuit court the ambiguity cited by the
ruled that the regulations were court.
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Bv Leanne Waxman
siaff Writer
Negotiations that began last
November betw~n the city and
the Carbondale Police Officers
Association are "progrt'l>Sing
siowly." the union's president
said Thursday.
··we have had some
disagreements
over
procedures. some ground-rule
disagreements that I feel
resulted in the CPOA making
major concessions for the sake
of keeping t:1e negotiations
moving:· Joe (.;oughliu. CPOA
president. said.
City and union negotiating
teams will mt't't for the seventh
time next Thursday. The
current two-year contract will
expire April 30. the same date
the city's fiscal year ends. If a
new contract is signed by April
it will go into effect May 1. If an
agreement for a new contract is
not reached by May the current
contract will be effective until a
new contract is negotiated,
Coughlin said.
"In past years. the city would
argue that the budget ceilings

representative Scott Ratter,
assistant city manager. \\·ould
not
comment
on
the
negotiations.
Coughlin would not comment
specifically on CPOA contract
proposals but he said they cover
eight general areas ranging
from money to police commendations.
Coughlin also charged that
the city has not come up with
any ·•counter-proposals" to
CPOA contract proposals.
which were g1ven to the city
when nt-got1ations began.
"Wt-'re still waiting for some
ideas on figures." he said.
The current contract was
signed eight months after the
previous contract has expired
causing police personnel to
work under the previous contract. Coughlin said.
When asked why negotiations
were moving rather slowly.
Coughlin said a possibility could
be that slow negotiations
"would be a tactic anyone
wouJd use to try and wear down
the opposition."

GSC objects to date of referendum
By Mimi Jarzemsky
StaR Writer
A resolution to join the Undergraduate Student
Organization in sponsoring a
special election has been tabled
by the Graduate Student
Council The election proposes a
referendum on Ule divisional
status of intercollegiate
athletics.
M~ting Wednesday night,
the council tabled the resolution
because of the date cbosen for
the election by the Student
Senate.
Rather. the GSC will propose

,~ a~n

a resolution to its executive
board that the referendum be
included in the general Student
Government election slated in
April.
The referendum will ask
students whether SIU-<: should
remain in NCAA Division 1-A or
drop to Division 2-A status.
In other business, the council
held Executive Board elections.
Debbie Brown, graduate
student in English. Jackit"
Cuevas, graduate student in
psychology, and Mike Shashani,
graduate student in engi~ring

529·2341
213 So. Ulinois

~;;~J>:
State~Wat1on
z,"'<-=J;;n.,i,·

Brou·n unsure of ttur t·ictory
WASHINGTON '.\PJ- The nation's top defense leaders said
Thursdav that the United States could not be assured of beating
back a sOviet move on tht' Persian Gulf and would need help from
_
allies and frit>nds.
"Wt> can't assure yov we could win a war there." said Defense
Secretary Harold Brown. "but to cast doubt on our ability to deter
or fight effectively is damaging and unnecessarily damag'·•a; to

li.~:1ua~~a·~-

Jones. chairmar. of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said
that ··anv militarv action carries risks and uncertainties for both
sides. Neither cou.ld be confident of the outcome."
Brown and Jones testified before the Senate Armed Services
Committee about the administration's proposed $142.7 billion
defense budget.
Brown told Sen. Harrv Bnd. I-Va. "It would be a mistake to
assume a war betw~n the Umted States and the Soviet Union can
be won by either side ...

Jury for C,acy trial empaneled
ROCKFORD. f!l. 1AP i - A jury of five women and seven men
was empaneled Thursday to try John W. Gacy Jr. on charges of
killing 33 young men and boys.
.
.
Still remainir.g to be selected are four alter~te JW'Ors. When
this is done, the jurors. who were selected from W1~"'bago County.
will be taken to Chicago and sequeste~ for the trial before Judge
Louis P. Garippo of Circuit Court. .
Jury selection was moved out of Chicago, on a ~efense _request,
because of the heavy ne'A--s coverage after the fll'St bodies were
discovered just before Chrisimils of 1978.
. .
The prosecution will s~k the death pe~alty upon conviction. ~
defense will base its case on a plea of mnocent by reason of msanity.
(UPS 16"1-2101
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and technology elected to nn the
positions.
A resolution opposing the
wording of a p:-upo.>ed late
registration f.:e was also
passed. The resolution calls the
wording "non-refundable and
non-waiverable .. unfair and
arbitrary.
. Another resolution was
passed requesting the GSC
Executive Board and the
Academic Affairs Council to
examine the tuition installment
policy, and the outline for a
centralized billing accounts
receivable system in the
Bursar's office.

lai:lnfl ~nj,

fin ffjvdnfl

~

!~

wrre in and that they were
restricted as to how much
money they could offer. In other
words. thev have used the
budget
ceilings
as
a
scapegoat." Coughlin said.
The Citv Council is scheduled
to vote • on budget ceilings
Monday night.
City and urtion negotiating
teams have ·•reached a point of
mutual discussion." Coughlin
said. He would not comment
specifically on what may be
slowmg up the negotiations but
he did say. "Part of the problem
is that the dtv tends to run the
negotiations instead of acting as
and equal partner t with the
unionl."
Coughlin charged •··at when
negotiations moved toward
specific contract proposals th_e
citv was silent about what 1t
woold and would not consider.
"There is not a whole lot we
can do about the city not looking
at certain things except to
explain to them that we want to
investigate
all
of
the
possibilities," he said.
Head
city
negotiation
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(9ommentary

Imagine il. thl\"t', four. maybe five years from
now, it's the mommg of the first day of classes at
SIU·C. and the only sounds at the Woody Han
registration center are the monotonous hum of the
computer printout machine and the muted chatter
of two anned security officers at the entrance.
They talk of wife-beaters and Lewis Park
burglaries as the few student workers present
mindJessly shufDe papers or occasionally play war
games on abandoned video-display terminals.
The calm is .abrupUy shattered when the double
doors swing open and a man in his early 20s enters,
his attention diverted to the disorderly array of
registration forms. financial aid papers. and class
schedules that he juggles in his hands. Without
noticing the two authoritarians, who observe him in
disbelief. he walks up to Step A.
"Hi! I've just seen my.adviser and I think l'm
ready to register. I have five classes listed on this
form. but 1 may use this add-drop slip to change the
econ class once I find out..."
He stops short, not knowing why the clerk does
not respond in the usual polite and interested
manner. Rather she stares at him dumbfoundedly
as if he bad two heads or a registration form void of
a social security number.
Suddenly. a despotic voice from behind sends the
befuddled st~nt reeling around to meet his fate.
"You're in a heap o· trouble, boy." says the cop.
'lbe student quickly scans the empty room. lined
waD-to-wall with class listings almost illegible in a
sea ot tiny brown squares. He does some quick

calculating and replies with relief. "Sorry. if you ·re
closed I can come back tomorrow. I really dido 't
mean to ... "
"You ain'tcomin' back until the boss says so, kid.
An' I gotta warn you right now. the man don't take
kindly to your kind, the kind tha. don't know the
rules."
"But. but. the sign on the door says 'Registration
Center Open 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.!" the !ltudent
pleads, now visibly shaken and m fear of h1s
academic life.
"Yea. that's what is says all right," the cop
answers with a sardonic grin. "That's what it
alwavs savs. But what it MEANS is that only a fool
would open those doors after the first day of class."
"You mea:l I can't register for this semester."
5ure sonny, sure you can register. But first
you're goin' over to Anthony Hall for ~m~
questioning. Then o' course you gotta pay the fme.
says the cop. unhooking a pair of handcuffs from
his belt.
"Fine?! What fine? Y•ru mean I have to pay a fine
to register?"
The student has gone too far. It had been a
peaceful sort of a day until this vagrant, this
deviate, this procrastinator came in to spoil
everything.

Guests need spoces
more than students?

CLetteiS
[nRAmmatory
/ettef' misleadinu
r:l'"
b

The inflammatory letter
regarding Iran in the Jan. 30
DE is misleading in several
respects.
Let is be noted that while the
Jetter was actually signed by
the representative of the
reactionary Young Americans
for Freedom. the letter was
signed "on behalf of" more

::!:~\e ba~~o~ ~:res.::;

they did not sign it or whether
they would agree with its
contents.
The letter boasts of its
"co~.frontation"
with the
Iranian charge d'affaires. who
has absolutely no authority to
affect the fate of the hostages,
and. indeed, can do nothing but
communicate the mood over
bere.
The confrontation took place
Nov. 21, less than three weeks
after the hostages were taken.
Now, some three months after

Upon returrung to school. l
was overjoyed to !ioo that the
serious visitor-parking problem
was finally solved. I could
vividlv remember seeing
literally hundreds of parents
and salesmen driving back and
forth. in and out of the various
lots. looking for a place to park.

that atrocity, we do not see the
panicky patriotism that blotted
several American campuses,
SIU-C included.
Mr. Heckman. l am not
committed to my country.
because my country is only real
estate. I am however, comI felt so sorry for those poor
mitted to the ideals upon wbicb book salesmen in particularthis country was founded. Those coming to campw< to seU eighthideals do not include delur- . ~ ~~~~ :r:.t~!:
~~==ofa•ndondu:ltbO::,~e~ editions, but slightly higher in
regardless of whetter the price> unable to finCI a place to
deportee is a radical student of park their Lincolns.
And who could forget the
a shah.
I. too, deplore the taking of problems parents and new
hostages, but, if you were to ask students have when visiting the
the embassy occupiers, they campus in the summer-when
would probably answer with a the campus is filled with
Perisan equivalent of "ex- students and their parked cars
tremism in the defense of <many studenls leave them in
liberty is no vice." Goldwater's the lots over the summer to
reactionary chickens have insure themselves a spot the
come home to roost in Iran. first day of class, especially in
Patrick
Drazea,
Masie the Faner lot>~
Director, WSIU
But why stop there? Only 26
meters in the Communications
lot is not enough. I think this
school bas an obligation to
question and answer period salesmen and visitors from
other galaxies to provide them
which foOowed my talk.
Contrary to the assertion, with adequate parking facilities
"Mr. Zerby often found himself no matter what the cost. After
in tough spots," I had no per- aU, that's what student money
ception of such an occurrence. is for, right?
All the questions which were not
l propose that the entire 622statements or simple assertions space north Communications
without basis were
lot be reserved for salesmen,
openly
honestly
and parents. retired professors,
adequately. This of course, is a spacemen.
rock
stars,
perception quite at odds with congressmen, FBI agents,
Mr. Marciankowski's analysis. foreign diplomats, CJPS ofI don't want your readers to ficials and any other important
think that aU of us who are very people <except students 1.
positive about nuclear power
are "hanging on the ropes," as
At least 50 spaces should be
Mr. Marciankowski would have reserved in case the AyatoUah
you believe. - C.D. Zerby, decides to let the American
Manager. Union Carbid~ hostages visit SIU some
Gas~oas
Diffasioa Plaa&, weekend. Ross lhelema,
JliDior. English
Paducah. Ky.

Nuclear power has positive. side
A letter to the editor from
Tom Marciankowski which
appeared in your J~n. 23 issue
warrants some comment. This
letter was basically an antinuclear exposition against both
nuclear power and nuclear
weapons.
From the letter, it is evident
that Mr. Marciankowski feels
strongly about his subject.
Fortunately, there is another
side-a very positive side-of
nuclear J'ower which the
majority people in the United
States support. This was the
basis for my recent talk at SIU
which he referred to in his
letter.
The comments I wish to make
are directed toward Mr.
Marciankowski 's analysis of the

DOONESBURY

answered!

by Garry Trudeal.l

"Listen bov. I dlln't want to have to ~et fCJI!h
w;th you. so don't pull this dumb freshman stuff on
me." says the cop, snapping the cuffs <~n his wnst•
"You ain't just registerin.' You're rE"gisten~·
LATE. That don't mean nothin' to you now does 1t·•
All vour teachers have been working hard the last
couple o' weeks to make the first day of da~s 1 ~.
terestin' and enlightenin.' And your're mis~m· 11
all. You co.in't gonna be there when they tell ya tht>
secretary typed the wror;·g syllbus, and it won·t h!'
ready for another week. You ain't gonna be tht>re
when they tell ya they don't have office hours wt or
that the text won't be in the bookstore untif m 1d.
term."
''But I couldn't register until now. I'm a transft>r
student from Colorado. we had a blizzard O\'t'r the
break and .....
"Nt> exceptions," states the cop, with a chilling
finality in this voice.
"A::1d my student loan was tied up in financ1al
aids for 6 months and ... ·•
"!l.o exceptions."
"But: llave a teaching a.<Wstantship and I d1dn't
even know what sections I was teaching until ..
"I said NO EXCEPTIONS! Now let's go ..
"O.K .. O.K., I'D come peacefully. But first l·an 1
stop .. t the Bursar's Office?"
"What for?''
"Weill have some parking fines over there. a1.u
5(\me overdue library book fines that, at 15 cents a
day. have really added up. And then I have to pav
the fine for not paying the other fines on time...
·
"All right. t.ll right, let's go. But the boss is never
gonoa believe this one kid."

Simon writes Khomeini
EDITOR'S NOTE: Tlte foil-ing Is a letter R~p. Paul
Simon. 24th Dist. sent to Ayatollah Khomeilli.
Your Excellency:
I have just finished reading your new constitution. a
better document than newspaper accounts had led me to
believe. You guarantee representation in the National
Consultative Assembly for the Christian and Jewish
minorities, one example of a positive emphasis in your
Constitution of which l was not aware. You even provide
that they may take a separate oath of ofrice by mentioning
"their holy book." rather than the Koran.
There are, in general, more guarantees of freedom than I
had anticipated seeing.
And your constitutional provision on free education and
the right of every Iranian to a suitable dwelling are to be
applauded.
Misunderstandings arise easily between natiOns. And
just as I did not appreciate some of the provisions of your
Constitution, I am sure that most Americans did not understand fully the problems which the people of lra!l had
with their former government.
t.s we have misunderstood your situation, I believe it is
probable that you misunderstand the depth of the feelings
of the people of the United States on tbe question of the
hostages.
&; a just and holy man, you must want to keep misunderstandings between nations to a minimum, (or when
there are misunderstandings between governments, it is
usually the people of those countries who suffer, not the
leaders of the governments.
Aa I read yoor new constitution. it occurred to me that it
might be the basis for resolving the present tensions between our two countries.
If you could appoint a committee of three fl. your most
respected legal and religious leaders to exs nine the
question of whether the holding of the hostages VIolates the
spirit and the Jetter of your new constitution, it would be an
act of great public service to both of our countries.
You would not be obliged to follow their recommendations, but it would be a solid basis for consideration
fl. the question. For example, your new constitution contains, among other features, these provisions:
-Principle 14: " ...The Jslamic Republican Government
of Iran and the Moslems as well are bound to treat nonMoslems with good moral conduct and L.Yamic justice, and
to observe their fundamental rights ... "
-Principle 23: " ... No one can be attacked or
reprimanded for holding certain beliefs."
-Principle 32: " ...Once an arrest has been made, the
nature of the accusation and the reasons for the actionS
taken must be immediately communicated and explained
to the accused in writing. Within a maximum of 24 hours,
preliminary documents must be referred to the appr:opriate lept authorities. Prompt steps must be takt:D for
trial procedures, whereupon, the accused wiD be punu1hed
according to the law."
-Principle :n: "An individual is considered innocent,
and no one is presumed g u uty according to the law. unless
his guilt has been proved by a competent court. ••
·
-Principle 39: "Violating the dignity and honor of a
pe!'SOn.who has been apprehended, detained, arrested or
e~ded an accordance with the law, is forbidden under any
CII'Cumstan~e _and is liable to punishment."
.
Other Prmc1ples of your Constitution could be c1ted.
The ideal answer to the problem ym. face should come
from W1thm your country. l\lanv of us in the United States
do not believe that we can impose a solution from the
outside. But that does not mt>an we are not deeply concemE'd. I cannot know the problems and pressures which
confront you. But I do know that if vou could use your new
Constitution as a basis for resolving this internatioual
dilemma, it would be considered an act of statesmanship.·

1

USO officers
in Washington
for convention
Hv ('onnif' :\lcWilliams
StudE-nt Writf'r
:;even members of the SIIJ-C
t:ndPrf!raduate Stud£>nl
Organizat;on will attend lh£'
American Stud£>nt Association
convention in Washington, D.C.
from Jan.3t to F£>b J.
The ASA corosists of coll£>ge
and
univer~itv
student
associations groupro tog£>tller
fm· thto purpose of improving the
eflectivent~s
and
professionalism of the nation's
student leadership. The convention gi\'es students from
different
coll£>ges
and
universities across th£' nation a
chance to exchange ideas about
student organizations.
Att<.!flding the convention will
be l'SO president Pete
Alexander. vice president Chris
Blankenship and executive
assistant Tom O'Malley.
Student senators
Stuart
Buchard of campus internal
affairs, Janice Bensoa of the
finance committee. Christ
Cordogan of student affairs and
community services, and Leah
Sughrove of the committee on
committees will also attend.Each member will attend
various workshops and lectures
offered on legislative process,
lobbying techniques. rape crisis
on camJIU!', student senate and
handicropped students. Ele<-·
tions will be held to fill openings
on the MiA national board of
directors.
Alexander was
nominated for a ptJSition by
Eastern Illinois University.
Funding for the trip was
provided by the student senate
for senators and by contingency
funds for the president and vice
president.

Oil refiners guilty ofovercharges-study
Rv William Kronholm
,\s~iatf'd PrHs Writ~r
WASHI~iGTON

IAPI - The
typical family using home
heating oil will pay about $130
extra this winter because of
unjustified price increases by
oil
refin£>rs.
a
new
congressional study states.
The total overcharges, including both home heating oil
and diesel fuel. totals more than
$;1 billion. according to the study
by th£> t£'Chnical staff of the
House Governm£>nt Operations
subcommittee on commerce.
Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal, DN.Y,
the
subcommittee
chairman, said the study
"provides confirmation that
that U.S. oil refiners are indeed
guilty of massive overcharges."
He blamed the overcnarges
on "profit-hungry refiners and

lax governmental enforct>m£>:"ll
of the price standards ror
refir:ed petroleum products."
The study prompted n£>W calls
for price controls to be rein:posed on home heating oil.
Controls were lifted in 1976.
The study showed that
domestic oil refiners' profits
increased by more than dOO
percent from September 1978 to
September 1979. Profits on
diesel fuel increased tw more
than 700 percent during the
same period. the study said.
Rep. Anthony Moffett. DConn.. who accom.,anied
Rosenthal in releasing the
report, said he will hold
hearings Feb. 12 on why the
administration has not acted to
stop the huge price increases.
"There's a question of broken
promises," Moffett said. ··n ..s
administration and the last

administration promised to
monitor prices. They promised
that consumers would not suffer
unduly" from the lifting of
federal price controls.
"That promise has clearly
been broken .... It is now obvious
that the laws of supply and
d£>mand are not working."
Moffett said. "The fact is that
inventories <of heating oill are
very high. and prices are
continuing to skyrocket."
In a related act, a coalition of
labor and citizen groups filed a
petition with the Energy
Department calling for reinstitution of federal price controls on home heating oil.
Robert Brandon. director for
the Citizen-Labor Energy
Coalition. said the Energy
Department has authority to
reimpose controls without
further legislation.

Among the members of the
coalition are the AI-'L-CIO. the
United Auto Workers, the International Association of
Machinists. the National
Education Association, the
National Urban League and the
Consumer Federation of
America.
Brandon said the coalition's
study of heating oil prices pegs
excess charges for heating oil
alone at about $1.6 biUion, well
below the congressional study
figure. but not including diesel
oil profits.
The coalition study said the
oil companies increased their
profit margins ~ heating oil
from 2.7 cenu pF.' gallon in
October 197S to i:l.. 7 cents per
gallon a year later.

wsm scheduled for westar n hook-up;
progranuning possibilities will increase
Bv Mark Swa-

siade.t Writer

WSIU Radio is scheduled for
hook-up to Westar 11. one of
three Western Union broadcast
satellites, during the first part
of February.
Jack Brown, operations
manager at WSIU radio, said
tne expected hook-up will increase programming
possibilities at WSIU by
bringing in all the shows offered
by National Public Radio
stations. which number over 200
nationwide.
A device called a "down
converter" wiU be installed to

aUow exhisting equipment, now
being used for TV reception, to
be used for radio too, Brown
said.
This installation is scheduled
to begin Feb. 9 and be completed by Feb. 12. However.
problems have been encountered with ~vious installations,
saad
James
McKeown, engineer in charge
of SIU's hook-up, and it may
take a bit longer to work out aU

receives !liS~nals over two
channel;; and allows only
monophonic transmissions.
transmissions.
·
The new sat~!iite system will
allow signals to enter on four
separate channels. which
means, McKeown said. "that
we will be capable of receiving
four mono programs or two
stereo
programs
simultaneously."

NPR is hfoing received now,
but on a limit~ basis over the
existing telephone cable lines.

"With the old system."
McKeown said, "you have ".Vhat
we call 'simulated stereo'. That
is we broadcast the same si~al

the~.

This sys1111nt, said Mt:K-.

channels to get the stereo effect."
NPR
programs
being
received from aU over the
~try are broadcast in stereo
and can be aired live or taped
for later use. The technical
quality of these broadcasts will
be heightened, because the
signal will be comina direc~y
from the existing 10-meter disb
located at the west end of the
Communications BuildinR
rather than the telephone line,
said McKeown.

over both the left and the n~

"The pr'lblem lies in baYing

~ck~to~~-

('hkit!lo-htmJ Boh Wcml'r is one of the
most so·.aght·aflcr ynuth 'pcakcn in America.

His dynamic spcakinl! 'tylc i' only upstaged
by the message he shares one of totally
investing /OUr life in the most important
Person in lh.: universe.
Weiner tells of radical changes that can
occur personally and within society when
young people give up th!!ir ~lfishness ('<the
number one problem in the world today')
and yield totally to the Lordship of Jesus
Christ.
.
Crowds from Calcutta to Cape Girardeau.
Mo., have been :;tirred by Weiner·s caU to become a disciple of the Man who split history
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Greensboro protestors
remember first 'sit-in'
Ry Naomi Kaufman

Associalftl PrHs Writer
GREENSBORO. N.C. (APIJo'our frightened young black
men. 17 and 18 years old, sat
down at a lunch countto.l' 20
years ago.
What they did changed the
course of American history.
What they have become is a
historv lesson itsel!.
Today marks the 20th anniversary of the beginning ~
the lunch counter sit-ins in
Greensboro. Within days. sit-ir.s
for integration of public
facilities had spread t. ' 54 cities
in nine states. Within a year.
more than 100 cities had
desegregated some public
facilities.
"In sitting down." the late
Frank Porter Graham, a onetime Democratic senator from
North Carolina. said during the
subsequent years 'lf protests,
"<the demonstrators) are
standing up for the American
Dream."
Ezell Blair Jr - now Jibreel
Khazan - - F: anklin McCain,
Joseph McNeil ~nd David Richmond left their North CaroL1a
A&T Stare College dormitory
about 4 p.m. on Feb. 1, 1960, to
walk to the F .W. Woolworth
store downtown.

"It took us a while to get the
courage to go," Richmond
recalled recently.
"The
manager came and told us to
leave; the waitresses told us to
leave. When the pohce arrived.
they just stood there. They
didn't know what to do.
"I was the mostfearful. If you
had said 'boo.' I probably would
have fallen off the stool," he
said.
Richmond, now living in
Franklinton, has been unemployed for six months. He has
worked in federal )obs
programs and does odd Jobs.
Richmond is the only one of the
four who did not complete
::allege.
"A lot of negative things have
t:appened to me since." he said.
but added, "If ~·ou take the risk,
you ha,·e to be able to accept the
consequences."
On Friday, Greensboro will
honor the four. A state historic
landmark sign will be unveil~

CUT
IT OUT
Yeah, cut this
out so you don•t

orget to

you'll need
this weekend

Martha Crothers. clini(.}l dirl"<'tor of Aeon Alternatives
Program. has been appt>mtt>d to the Illinois Arts Council
Dance Ad\;sory Panel. The panel advises the lAC on
financial assistance ap~•lications, policy and new program
initiatives. and program re\·iews or applicant
organizations.
The items confiscated on Jar>. 25 from lockers in the
Recreation Building from fall semester must be claimed
by Monday or the items will be disposed of by the
l'niversity.
"Thin From Within: A Self-Control Program For Weight
Management." is being offered by the L1festyling Program
for five weeks beginning at 1 p.m. Tuesday in the Conference Rooro~ of the StudPnt Wellness Resource Center.
People may pre-register by c111ling 536-i702.
The Career Plann'ng and Placement C('nter will present
a government career day from 9 a.m. tr. 4 p.m. Tuesday in
Ballrooms A and B. A walk-through lormat will provide
information on job opportunities, u~ming desired, career
trends and how to apply. The government agencies will
include the U.S. Department of Agriculture. FBI. and
Veterans Administration
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The Lifestyling Program is ofrerin~ a five-week group
titled "Break the Smokin~ Habit: A Stop-Smoking U~p
for Students" at 3 p.m., begmning Munday m Achvtty
Room B. Studt>nts may pre-register by calhng 53&-7i02.
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Abortion: Moral, legal debate continues
Pro-abortion
leader defends
right to choose

Local pastor
SO)"S abortion
t•iolates rights

By Jenell Olsea
Starr Writer
~ t;~ne of the founders of Southern
llhn01sans for Abortion Rigi.ts, Jan
Su~l':r works to inform people about the
poli~1c:s of \!le abortion issue. She says
~": 11 ~ot an advocate of abor'tion, but a
~~~~ . bbe~tarian who believes in an
1ndn~tdual s constitutional rights, including the ri(l.bt to reproductive
freedom.
not prO-abo1·tion, I'm procllOtce. says Susler, an attorney whc.
also offers legal services to Illinois
priSOners through the Prison Lesal Aid
protp"am .of SIV-C's School of Law. "I
don t th.ank abortion is a correct
altern~tave for every individual. It's
something that some people cannot live
wat~ That's 111-hy I see myself as pro-:::.;But the alternative bas to be

By Diana Penner
Staff Woiter

"rm..

..•
\.

. Legal~zation of ahortion is a civil
nghts 1ssue. similar to a famous
Supreme Court decision that denied
bla.cks the rights of full citizenship. says
Ned Babcox. a proponent of the antiabortion philosophy.
"I believe the decision of the Supreme
Court t'? legalize abortions in the United
States IS a crime .:against humanity ·•
Babcox said. "It should be correctect
~hrough a constitutional amendment.
JUSt as the Dred Scott case wa,. over!;!~. by a constitutional amendBabcox. who is considering forming a
Jackson County right-to-life (!n!Up.
comJl<lred the 1973 Supremt> Court
declston to legalize abortions with the
Court's 18.'17 decision that held olacks

As a volunt~r ~or SIFAR, Susler
Jaa Sasler
speaks to orgamzations and University
classes that want to know more about
the legal aspects of abortion. SIF AR is
&JJ affiliate of the National Abortion
Rights Action Leal!l'lle of Oliaois.
Members of SIFAR encourage people
to let theic legislators know they are
pro- abortion. set up booths at state
fairs and distribute literature. They do
not offer abortion referrals 01' abortion By Jacqui Konnuk
counseling.
Staff Writer
·
Susler, bases her pro-abortion stance
In March of 1970, a young tmmarried
r.n a 1973 U.S. Supreme Court decision
woman challenged a Texas statute
in the case of "Roe vs. Wade." The
which she felt abridged her right to
co11rt ruled that during tbe first
privacy by making it impossible for her
trimester of pregnancy the state cannot
to ~n an abortion "performed by a
interfere with a woman's coosLitutional
competent, licensed physician tmder
right to cbOOI!Ie whether to c.srry : fetus
safe, clinical conditions."
to term 01' terminate a p't!8JUUICY.
ID the midst of an emotiooal national
"Basically tbe main problem the
battle between prOJIO~:!ts and opanti-abortion movement has with our
ponents
of abortion, Jane Roe, whose
stand is that they insist life begins at
real name was never revealed by the
conception. We don't debate when life
Court, filed her complaint against the
begins. What we're taUdng about is a
District Attom~y M Dallas County "on
constitutional right to privacy. We don't
behalf of m~lf and all other women ..
believe i!' compulsory pregnancy,"
who find themselves in similar
Susler sc !d.
situations.
Susler says the First Amendment to
Prior to 1970, James Hallford, a
· the Constitutiuo supports her views.
licensed Texas physician had been
"The Supreme Court held that
arrested for performing abortions
abortion is not a legal issue," Susler
tmder the same law disputed by Roe.
said. "It's a moral, philosopbieal and , Believing the law violated his own and
religious issue tnat the state should not
his patient's right to privacy and also
interfere with. Theologians aad
his right to practice medicine, he joined
philosophers for centuries have
Roe in the suit
debated on when life begins. Tbat ia
Before the case reached the U.S.
something that everybody bas to -.vorl!:
Supreme Court, the challenge to the
out fOI' themselves."
statute acquired stiR another dimenSusler added that not all religions are
sion when a married and childlt'Ss
against abortion. Many Protestant
couple filed a companion :;:.tit.
denominations, Jewish law and ConJohn and Mary Doe, ah;o using
aervative and RefOI'm Judaism permit
pseudonyms, filed suit ••on Behalf of
abortion when a "problem preg~
themaelves and all couples similiarly
would result in tragic ci.rcumstances. •
situated" when they found. in the event
Thus, if abortion were banned, those
that Mary should become pregnant, the
individuals whose religions teach that
law would require her to bave the child.
abortion may sometimes be a moral
Mary had been advised by her doctOI' to
solution would be unable to practice the
avoid pregnancy tmtil she recovered
tenets of their faith.
from a neural Clisorder. At the same
"What anti-abortionists are saying is,
time he advised her to discontinue ..e
•you mliSt behave the way I believe.'
of birth control pills.
Somebody else imposing their religion
The result of the consolidated
01' belief on me is repulsive to me,"
grievance was the landmark Roe v.
Susler said.
Wade case of 1973, recogaizinl a
Susler, who is also involved io the
woman's ftmdamental right to decide
National Lawyers Guild and the
whether or not to have an abortion.
American Civil Liberties L'nion, said
But in ruling on a w.:nnan's right to
the anti-abortion moumtml wants to
privacy in the abortion decision, the
change the Constitution tbrougt> a
Supreme Court may have •·generated
cor.stitutional c:onventicln. She ~~:aid me
as many problems jlS it resolved,'.',
feels that such· a move would · according to 8J'&Iysis oi the ease from..
''definitely !>e a danger."
the Women's Rights Law Reporter.
The Court treated with a liberal hand
t('ontllla.,. oa Pace lt) "•

Neil Babcox

~~:!,~~!~~e~~~~~~;t;-~

Amendment to the Constitution _,.

....,._din\811&.

Women's right to abortion

decided in landmark case
the right of women to abort in the farst
trimester, the first 12 weeks. of
pregnancy without governmental interference. But it also left sufficient
ambiguity in it's provisions for
safeguards against abuse in legal
abortions to spur a wave of litigation
that has fed the emotional flame
separating the abortion factions ia
many states.
One such provision is the Court's
fanding that the informed consent of the
pregnaut woman is a necessary
deterrent to medical abuse in the
abortion procedure, according to the
Reporter.

"Informed consent provisions
typically require a signed statement
which indicates that the woman's
decision is voltmtary and that she has
knowledge of the nature and consequences of the procedure," the article states.
Fut the question of what constitutes
infurmed consent and what may actually be (.-oercion was not addressed by
the Court.
Thus, responding to thriving antiabortion
constituencies,
state
legislatOI'S have promulgated amendments to abortion laws designed to
deter women from seeking abortions.
Such was the case last faU when the
Illinois General Assembly amended a
1975 abortion law to include. a
requirement for physicians to provide
their patients with literature "designed
to inform concerned persons of .•. the
services availaUie to assist a woman
through pregnancy ... and the probable
aa;uatomical characteristics of the fetus
at various gestational ages at which
abortion might be performed.''
The amendment makes no bones
about how the General Assembly
stands on the abortion issue. It uses the
Court's informed consent provision as
grounds for requiring all the literature
to conclude with, ''The State of Illinois
. wants you. to know that in its view the
• child you are carrying is a living human
being whose lHe should be preserved."
I('OGtinufll liD Page m '

According

to

Babcox,

unborn

children are now in the same s1tuation
that blacks were in after the Dred Scutt
case.
'1be Dred Scott decision said that
black.o; could be assured legal rights if
they were set free. but not before that.
l!nbom children today have DO legal
nghts unless they manage to become
free of the womb." Babcox said.
Babcox. a pastor at WQ('d of Life
Fellowship. a fundamental protestant
ehurch in Carbondale, said the remedy
for the Court's decision 15 the passage of
a "Human Life Amendment." Suc:h an
amendment has been introduced into
Congreos several times since U>e 1913
Court decision. but each time bas been
held up in cornmittee.
Most anti-abortion groups therefore
advocate an amendment through a
constitutional convention caJled by
state legislature<i. ~thirds of the
states must ratifv the proposal in order
for it to be pasSet! as a constitutior..d
amendment. Babe-ex SAid 12 states have
called for a convention. and the issue is
pending in the le~islatures of 13 more
states, Babcox said.
The "Human Life Amendment."
Babcox said. contains a provisioo that
de~~ :~it;:;:~ to prevent the
Through its 1973 decision to legalize
abor•ions. Babcox maintains. t!le
Supreme Court sanctioned the performance of the procedure from coocept.ion to birth,
Babc:ox said the decision gives the
United States a more liberal policy on
abortion than any other Western natioa.
althou~h most states have enacted
legislation restricting abortions.
Babcox said that, to his knowledge, all
other countries where abortions are
legai set a maximum number of weeks
in a term of pregnancy that an abortion
may be petiormed. usually 21 01' H
weeks.
''The U.S. Supreme Court decision
imposes no restri..tions on abortioml
during tbe first three months of
pregnancy. During the second three
months of pregnancy, the only
restriction is that the abortion must be
performed in an accredited clinic."
Babcox claims, but most state laws
require Circumstances, such as t' e
mothers'~ life being in danger. before
an abortion can be performed in the
second ~mester.
Cl'IIBIIIlM . .

~tSJ'·.•·
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Abortion clinies' cottnseling varies
By Carrie Sweent'y
S&aft Writft'

unmarried prt>gnant
woman, especially one who is in
school, ineolitably comes to l'te
moment when she must make a
decisian. She may carry !he
dliJd and either place it with an
adoption agency or raise the
child herself-or she ~t~ay
cbOCISe to terminate the
An

~-and cons of abortion
may cause confusion for some
women. When factual in·
formatioo about abortion is
sought, one particular ad·
vertisement in local papers that
asks, "Need Abortion In·
formatioo? Call us because we
care," s,t-..,.lid be reassuring.
1be ad continues. "We will
help yon through this ex·
penence with complete counseling of any duration. before
and after the procedure.'· Well.
maybe.
WfJen a repo.-!*!r called the
toll-free telephone number
listed in the ad. a woman asked
what type of informatiOn was
being sought. When she was told
that a "problem pregnancy··
was irwolved. she respondeG
with an apparen:Jy memorized
ac:t.'OWlt of the abortion clinic's
policies.
The woiDCln who answered
said all abortion patients are
referred to the Ladit'S Ct>nter.
~ Delmar St.. St. Louis. She
said the clinic charge;; a cash·
ooly fee of $170. which covers a
pregnancy
test.
pelvic
examination, c»unseling.
medicatioo. and the abortion.
The abortion, she said. can be
performed up to the twelf:h
week of pregnancy. II is a fiveminute procedure and is dflnt>
only on Wednesdavs and
Saturdays.
.
Wben asked about tbe
COL"'ftSeling available be~ore the
abortion. the woman said.
"Counseling sessions are
avai~able to thorough!\· t>xplain
birth rontrol and the procedures
involved with the abortion ...
When the reporter said shE'
was not sure abortion would be
the right solution. a1 l asked ·r

cnunselin~ on alternati\·e-s was
at·ailabte: the woman replied.
"Oh. of courst>."
Further questioning about
alternatives to the abortion led
to the re.:;ponse that no further
information could be supplit'd at
that number. A phone number
for the Ladies Ct>nter was
supplied, and when that call
was placed. the reporter
idrntified herself as such.
t.1grid Smith. E.'xecuti\'t>
director of the Ladies Center.
answered the call. She said an
average of 250 patients a month
are referred to tht> center from
private physicians and various
mt'dical cen!ers.
Counselors work at the
center. silt> said. but the number
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\'aries ~~<ith tht> patit>nt load. All
counselors hold at least a
bachelor'sdt•gree ir: psychology
or sociology. or have ~
trained m ''other clinical set·
tings ... she said.
"Our !'Ounselors are gear..--d to
meet tht> patient's net>ds,''
Smrlh sard. ··we alwavs tell ht>r
she has three choices- to
continllt' the pre~nancy and put
the chrld up for adoption. to
('onhnut> the pregnancy and
raise the child. or to termmate
the pregnancy."
Smith said she believes it's
important to· let the wornan
make her own decision because
"the outcome is somt>thing she
must live with."
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Two birth; co1mseling centers open
Ry Diana Prnner
Staff \\' rlk'r

Two rt'ferral and counseling
centers for women who seek
alternatives to abortion for
dealing
with unplanned
prcgn~ncies recently opened in
the Carbondale area.
Birthright, affiliated with the
intPrnational
organization
founded in Canada in 1968.
began i~ advisory and refPrral
services Jan. 21.
The Pregnancy Assistance
Center.
an
independent
organization. began offering its
services Jan. 14.
.Joan l>avis. vice president of
the Carbondale Birthright
group, said the goal of the
o:·ganization ~s to provide
prll"tical services and support
to women with distressed
pregnancies who do not wish to
have an atK. !ion.
"~lany women who become
pregnant see abortion as the
onlv solution. We feel that social
and financial pressures force
many women to this decision, ••
Davis said.
"If you lump the problems

tOKt!ther. then mavbe abortion
seems like the answer. but if
you break it apart. you may see
that the problems can be
solved," Davis said.
Davis, who is seven months
pregnant herself. said that
through referrals to state
agencies that provide financial
assistance and by supplying
such things as maternity
clothes and baby furniture.
Birthright helps give a pregnant
woman the opportunity to have
the chi!J.
Sherry Yassin. CO'Jrdinator of
the Pregnancy Assistance
Center. said the center offers
friendship and support to
women who do not want to have
an abortion, and informs them
of alternatives that are
available.
"Our philosophy is that the
baby is a human life, and we
want to let the woman know that
we cat? abot:t her lift' as well as
her child's."' Ya.ssm said.
"So often. no other alternative is offered to the woman
other than abortion." Yassin
said. "Doctors often
mend them. becau

assume that this is whal the
woman needs."
Both Birthright and the
Pregnancy Assistance \£'nler
will also refer a woman to an
adoption agencies if she feels
she cannot k£>ep her child.
"In Illinois. there are five to
seven }ear waiting lists for
infants. so there IS no such tt.ing
as an unwanted t•hild,.. Davis
said. ''There is no doubt thai the
child would be adopted ...
Davis said the Carbondale
Birthright group deals with fi\·e
adoption
agencies.
The
Pregnancy Assistance Center
also refers women to \'arious
adoption agencies. Yassin said.
Both groups are non-profit
organ!zations and operate
completely with volunteers and
donations in'm individuals and
organixations. Birthright has a
core of about 12 volunteers. aild
about eight others who con-
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currently working with the
Pregnancy Assistance Center,
Yassin said.
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Who's H.ughes?

Student re01embers abortion:
'l'tn glad I had the choice'
By C.rrie Sweeney

Slaff Writer
An abortion is viewed bv

many women as an alternative
to an unwanted pregnancy. For
. . .e women the choice is more
signifteant: it is a means of
m tintaining their present
lifestyle and goals.
"When I walked out of the
abortion clinic I felt totallv
orularated. ·• commented Sue.
a soft-spoken 20-year-old
student who spP.aks of her
abortion in a positive and
relaxed manner. Sue. who
ask~'Ci that her real name not be
18ed. was willing to share her
experiences.

:·J felt so happy to have mv
life back. It was such a big
weight on my shoulders. J was
crushed when I found out I was
pregnant because I wasn't
prepared to rearrange my life
~':·b~ ~~~lad I had the
When her pregnancy was
Sue called the tollfree t1umber as.r;ociated with an
abortion clinic in St. Louis.
Although she had been to the
clinic once with a friend. Sue
felt she needed additional infonr.ation before she made an
appointment. To her surprize.
the woman on the phone was
amazingly friendly.
'"The woman said. "Hello this
is Pat ...an I hf>!p you'?" and then
she proceeded to tE"Ii me the
cost. how ~ong the pr'JCedure

.

c:enfi~

:'~~~t ~~~~~~~ntt!~dt:::ti~
needed a phy!'ician·s note
Mating that I was pregnant and
that tf a pe:vic examination
determined that I wu over 12
weeks pngnant. the •:ost would
be $50 mor,~ bef:ause the
~

Sue said.

w-d . . . longer,"

Sue and her mother were
confronted bv anti-abortion
Jlijcketers wher thev triri! to
enter the clinic. an experienre
that left her as Gngry as it did
frightened ... All of a sudden this
large nurse <.arne out of the
clinic door. put her arm around
me and walked me in thr~Jultll
the door. I felt so reassured bv
that gesture:· she said.
•
"Once I had filled out all the
appropriate papers. I went into
a separate room for a counseling session and was told that
whoever was with me was
w.:lcome to also attend."" she
sa1d. "The counselor was real
warm and friendly. I knew that
she was there to talk and that
was a good feeling."
In the counseling session Sue
and the counselor talked extensively about the alternatives
to abortion and their outcomes
Various birth control methodS
and
the
circumstances

sur:ounding her pregnancy
were also discussed.
"At the time I was feeling
really guilty and stupid for
getting pregnant, although I
was using a birth control
method at the time. The
counselor didn't make me feel
more guilty at all. Instead. she
helped me realize that it was a
mistake that I could get over."'
Sue added.
The clinic. according to Sue.
had a casual, relaxing atmD!Iphere. The waiting room
was sectioned orr by small
groupings of padded chairs and
end tables stacked w1th
magazines. She was allowed to
fE"turn to the waiting room after
each step of the procedure.
The proceaure room Itself
was a small white room with
only a landscape painting hun~
on the ceiling to add a touch of
character. The nurse. Sue said.
held her hand and talked t~J her
throughout l.he 10-minute
procedure .

Sue was 11lso warned that if
she felt unw.ually apathetic or
oo:pre:;sed she should seek
professional counseling immediately. "I W!i::l told that if I
didn't have any plare to go at
home, then I shoold come bark
and they would help me.·· she
said.
'"The counselor helped me
reassure mvself that I had
made the right decision. and at
no time did I feel that her
personal opinions were pushed
on me." Sue said.
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"'The personnel were excellent." Sue exphlins. "They
all acted like they really cared.
Even the·doctor was cheerful,
friendly and talkative. Both the
doctor and the nurses described
t-xactly what was going to
happen before they did
anything. Of course. it wasn't
painless, but it wasn't b&d
either.
"l':ot once did they use the
word fetus. or abort. When they
spokr~ to me the wording was
nire. They never made me feel
t~ abortion was anything but a
minor surgical procedure," she
added.
Alter the procedure Sue went
into a rec:ove!'Y room where

about twentv other women were
resting on couches or in large
reclining chairs. Eight nurses
attended to the women and
served them cookies. crackers,
juice and soda throughoot the
one-hour recovery period. "The
nurses kept checking on me,
askmg ii there was anythinp; :
needed,·· Sue said.

'~When I left the n:a>very
r~m I went into a woman's

offtc.e fo~ anot~r t''"Jm~eling
~1on. :She asked r..-e if I was
alnght and if ~ had any
questions on the procedure. 1
was told what symptoms to
watch for, such as eoxcessive
bleedi~g and cramJimg, and
then b:rth control was discussed
again.
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"She reminded me to have a
two-week check-up and added
tMt if ·1 wanted to come back to
the clinic, the check-up would
be free of charge.
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St. Louis abortion clinic was
'run like a ntill,' patient claints
Hv f'arri• Swt't'Df''V
sia ff \\' ritf'r
·

:\!any factors can <"Iter a
woman's feelings about her
abortion. Somt>times a woman
can acceot her decision and
sometimes the ~~nrtitions
surrounding the !'Xperien~e
prevent her from feeling
comfortable with ••er choice.
One such womaP who had an
abortion in a St Louis clinic
found the people- to bf! less than
caring and l:elpful and the
environ"TTent uncomrortable
and busino:ss-like. She com·
pa;ed the experience to being
··run through a mill."
Like
manv
unmarrit>d
pregnant students, Beth, 26,
sought out abortion information
from a variety of sources. After
an appointment was scheduled
with one clinic. she decided the
two-week wait was too long. She
cal!ed a toll-free telephone
number listed in a newspaper
advertisement for another
referral. The information she
received over the phone consisted mainly of the clinic
location and price.
Beth. who wished to have her
name withheld. received most
of her information from the
Women's Center in Carbondale,
where she had her pregnancy
confirmed. It was there that the
abortion method. vacuum
aspiration. was explained.
The procedure was not explained at the r.bortion clinic.
Beth wa!' asked if she underst'JOd 9·hat was involved.
She replied "Yes. I think so."
and the subject was dropped.
"The clinic was anything but
relaxing," Beth said. "I waited
four hours past my appointment
time. and once past the waiting
room it was rush. rush. rush.
"The staff people around me
weren't friendly at all, they
were neutral. They ran the
clinic just like a busill'!SS out to
make money," she :;dded.
At.-cording to Beth, not one
staff member made an effort to
really talk to her about her
feelings. Her counseling session

Yassin and Davis said that
.although the volunteers in both
organizations
are
not
professionally trained in
psychology or counseling, they
have received training in crisis
counseling. The Pregnancy
Assistance Center works with
professional social workers for
follow-up counseling, Yassin
said.
Birthright
offers
free
pregnancy testing that is about
98 percent accurate, Davis said,
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consisted of the clinic :lirector know that he-lp is available ...
9N. 14th
asking her if having the aborAlthough Beth knows that her
Mvrpflysboro
,.
tion was what she reallv dt>cision to have an abortion
wanted. "I sa\d ves. and that was. at the time. the only logical
BoltDoerrY
was the extent 'or the coun- and practical soluiJon. she has
seling." she said.
flet>ting doubts about her ex"The procedure room looked perience.
"Even thou~h the abortion
like a doctor's office. and
COLLEGE STUDENTS GUIDE TO FT. LAUDERDALE
although the doctor was nice he was somt>thing I fell I had to do
didn't say much to me. The it still bothers me sometimes. I
A new comprehensive book about Ft. Louderdal~·
doctor was the onlv !lne with me believe that everyone has just
during the procedure until I so many chances in life a!td I
written specificaily 'or college students. The book
started moving and then two wonder if perhaps that was my
includes a map of the city, locations, phone numchance," she said.
nurM:S came in." she satd.
bers, prices and all the latest mtormation about
She added, "I believe that I
"I was the last patient of the
disco·s. restaurants, recrPational facilities, places
day and they really rushed me would be more comfortable
through the whole procedure," with mv decision if I had been
of interest and where to rent everything from
Beth said. "It was like a mil!, received at th~ clinic in a more
cars to roller skates. The book will tell you how to
caring, positive manner."
people in and out."
"Perhaps
if
someone
save money and get the most from your vacation.
When she underweut a
required blood test. Beth professional had 1alked with me
Order now by sending your nome, address and
learned that her Rh factor was about my feelings a!tt:r the
check or money order for $4.95 to Hansen
negative and that she needed a abortion and helped r.te reason
Publishing & Distributing Co., Dept. B. P.O. Box
shot to correct the condition. the decision within myself," she
The cost of the shot was $30. in said. ·'then maybo:: I wouldn't
17244, Plantation, Fla. 33318. Your book will be
addition to the initial fee of $170. have some of the ~noughts that I
sent by return mail.
"Arter the abortion. I had to do."
remind the nurses three times
to administer the shot. They
kept forgetting." she said.
After the abortion. Beth
remained in the recovery room
for only 10 or 15 minutes, after
which she was told she could go
home if she felt alright. She was
given a prescription for antibiotics and pain killers. to be
filled at her expense.
She had been told by the
referral service that all
medication and post-abortion
check-ups were included in the
fee. When she arrived at the
clinic she was handed a list of
items the fee included and those
two were crossed off.
"Nobody came in and offered
me anything. No juice, no
fOR THE EIGHTH STRAIGHT 'YEAR DlOZ 'IRAVU 'lOURS PRESf.N'IS
refreshments and definitel:v no
concern. I was not asked if I was
emotionally olray or if I wanted
to cry or t.tllt,'' Beth said.
'"ntere are kinder ways to
deal with abortion,'' Beth said.
"It's~ big decision to make. one.
you t.On 't go through very often.
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R~ght to. t~rroinate .pregnancy

sited in landmark court case
c("onlinul'd from Page 71

characteristics of the !~tus at
various gestational ages at
which abortion might be performed."
The amendment makes no
bones about how the General
Assemblv stands on the abortion issue. lt uses the court's
informed consent provision as
grounds for requiring all the
Jitprature to ronclude with,
"The state of lllinois wants you
to know that in its view the ch1ld
you are carrying is a iiving
human reing whose life should
be pn>Served."
In Illinois, as in many other
states, the court's intention t''
protect a woman from medical
abuse has been transformed
into a new battleground for anti·
and pro-abortionists to wage a
political war.
Although the Supreme Court
sought in Roe v. Wade to resolve
some of the vicissitudes in state
abortion laws, it did not attempt
to answer the fundotmental
questioo lying at the basis of the
conflict.
"We need not resolve the
difficult question of when life
begins," Justice Harry Black-

any consensus. the jtldiciary. at
this point in the development of
man's knowledge. is not in a
position to speculate as to the
a!1swer."
Consequently. tht> states still
have the leewav to address that
question themSelvt'S. and some
states have formed rlefinitions
similar to Illinois' which states.
"Human being means the individual from fertilization until
death."
The court in Roe dirl strike
down laws req~oiring a woman
to obtain s~al consent before
an abortion, but did not confront
the issue of spousal notice.
Furt!:.::more. in a case <::clied
Planned
Pa:-enth~od
vs.
Danforth. 1976, the Supreme
Court ruled llgainsl a spousal
consent requirement. reasoning
that "if the state has no powt>r
to prohibit the woman's
abortion durin!{ lhe first
trimester. the l:ltate could not
lawiUliy delegate such power to
the woman's husband," according to the Reporter.
However. the open end left by
the Court's silence on spousal
notice has provided states with
room to allow some of
:fcl:·~~~v.:e"1r~~:~id:; enough
them to enact statutes that
respective disciplinrs of actually
make
abortion
medicine, philosophy, and "contingent upon spousal
theology are unable to arrive 3t consent." the article !ltatE"S.

One such provision is the
Court's finding that the in-

~:;:! ~o:S:~~ J>e~~~

to medical abuse in the abortion
procedure. according to the
reporter.
"Informed consent provisions
typically req ire a signed
statement whicn indicates that
the woman ·s decision is
volunlarv and that :;he has
knowlooge of the nature and
consequences
of
the
procedure."' the article states.
But the questim ot what
constitutes informed consent
and what may actually be
coercion was not addressed by
the court.
Thus. responding to thriving
anti-abortion
constituencies,
state
legislators
have
promulgated amendments to
abortion Jaws designed to deter
women from seeking abortions.
Such was the case last fall
when the Illinois General
Assemblv amended a 1975
abortion· law to include a
requirement for physicians to
provide H:t:ir patients with
literature ""designet.l to inform
concerned persons of . . . the
services available to assist a
woman through pregnancy ...
and the probable anatomical
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Susler also commented on the
name
the
anti-abortion
movement has chosen for itsel!,
''Pro Life."
"When I think about pro-life. I

punish adults or children.
Teaching people about birth
control is really a much more
intelligent· approach to sexual
activity than resorting to
abortion. ·• Susler said.

into other areas and we might
lose a lot of the constitutional
rigf,ts that we have right now,"
Susler said.
One of the rights that she said
she fears losing is t'le right to
use contracepti\·es. "Several
people in the anti-abortion
movement don't restrict their
stance to abortion. They go
bevond that and talk about
prohibiting methods of birth
control. .. she said.
In the 1960s there were cases
debating whether married
couples should be allowed to use
contraceptives. Susler said. It
was then that the govt-rnmt'nt
ruled in favor of people's right
to privacy.
"U the next step in the antiabortion movement is to stop us
from using contrac::ptives, then
we've got to stand up for our
rights and say 'That's too
much!' I thir.lt it's too much to
try to interfere with our right to
abortion."

pregnant. unmarried career
person. or the 16-year-old high
school student. or the woman
is
going
through
who
menopause. or the woman who
has been raped. or the woman
who has German measles while
she is pregnant.
"I think of the fetus of the
.mplanned pregnancy. Unwanted children are often
abused and neglected." she
said.
Susler pointed out that even
though anti-aborti<Jnists say
they are pro·life, acts of
,;olence ha\·e been committed
against persons entering
abortion clinics.
From conversations with
people who attend her lectures.
Susler concludes that many
people seem to think "if you're
going to mess around. you'd
better be prepared to pay."
"Since when is having a child
punishment? Pregnancy and
child bearing are not acts to

TIE GOLD 1111£

think about the quality vf life. 1
think about the life of the

mi«bt not be limited to talking
aoout abortion. It might move
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If you missed the last
Art & Craft Sale
Don'tWorry!
'
·Because the Fine Arts
Committee is announcing
the first Art & Craft Sole
of 1980,

z
-

TODAY!
10om-6pm

IN THE SOUTH ESCALATOR
AREA OF THE STUDENT CENTER

Sun. Feb. 3

Need transpo.rtation to Daytona
or Padre Island for Spring Break?
Need a place to stay too?

"AUTUMN SONATA"
Directed by.lngmar Bergman
Starring: Ingrid Bergman,liv Ullmar.

ALL SHOWS 7 & tptn

For more information, call536-3393 or 453-2721

Atlm.l1.10
STUDENT CENTIR AUDITOitiUM

SPONSORED BY SPC TRAVEL COMMITTEE

sPONSOMD aY 5PC fii.MS

p.1G~~

Feb. 8 at the Student Center
SPC Consorts P.....,.ts
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International
Coffeehouse
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7:........ . . .
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S...,._tC.nter
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"'h floor Video lounge
folt. I. 2nd floor

International lounge
Shows 7, 8 & 9pm
Admission SOc

"Definitely Chicago's premier
Bluegrass bond! Here at WXRT, we
~thairabm, and it~
,.quests and phone responSM. l!<~t
you ain't s-n nothing till you've
seen them live. Buck's Stave and
Range gets • stan from me! "·Bob
Gelrm, WXRT Radio, Chicago
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C,ounseUng at_ aborti~n clinics
varies with needs of patients
COBtine!'d fl'lllll Pllle II

"If a woman is forced <to
decide l. by anyone, it could be
devastating for her after the
abortioo," she said.
When another reporter posing
as a pregnant woman called the
Ladies Center. Smith was unwilling to give more than. a
minimum amount of m·
formation.
To the question of what
alternatives to abortion were
available, Smith replied. "If
voo don't know whether or not
io have an abortion. you
shouldn't
have
gotten
pregnant."
1When Smith was contacted
bv the reporter who identified
herself as such. Smith was
asked to explain the types of
counseling offered to women
who had had an abortion and
foond the aecision difficult to
live with. she said that most
women treated at the Ladies
Center remain very neutral and
have verv few problems after
the abortion. Post-abortion
counseling. according to
statements made by Smith, is
not promoted.
"I don't understand why all
the emphasis is on helping the
poor woman. ':eople seem ~
think they cant handle thetr
decision. People belif'Ve women
are dumb and in need of an
extreme amoont of help.
"No one focuses on the
pregnant woman. It's the
woman who keeps her baby and
raises it who needs the counseling," she added. J
Smith then stated to the
reporter posing as a patient that
althoutth counstior! worked at
the clinic "if needed." the
COUDIIelon could DOt make thlo
clec:Ltn-

for

the

patient.

Counselors. she said. are on
hand if the woman wants to
discuss options.
On the subject of postabortion counseling. Smith
asked the prospective "patient"
what made her think she woo•d
need counseling. She said
nothing further about counseling.
Curious
about
the
physiological effects of abortion, the "patiP'lf' asked Smith
what complications and risks
are involved with an abortion.
To this Smith asked, "Are you
afraid of getting into a car"
There is risk involved in
driving."
Smith was then asked to
explain the abortion method
and other procedures. but very
little information was provided.
Smith said the vacuum
aspiration method took five to
10 minutes under a local
anesthetic. Time spent in the

recovery rnom woold be about
30 minutes and total time spent
in the clinic would be about four
boors. She added that someone
should accompany the patient
to the facility.
"An antibiotic will be given to
you to take for_ seven . da~."
Smith said. Th1s medication.
which is covered bv the initial
iet>. is the only drug" prescribed.
she added.
By law. abortions in Illinois
and Missouri can be performed
at any age Nithout parental
consent. Abo~·tion recor js,
Smith said. are kept confidential and are released only
with the patient's authorization.
Smith added that the clinic
always perfo"':ls a pr~na~y
test and pelvtc exammahon
before any abortion proct'dures
are done. Smith said that
abortions are done up to 14
weeks of prEgnancy at . the
Ladies Center. After that time,
she said, patients are referred
to another clinic in Louisville,
Ky.
Ken~ky stat-: law allows
abortion elinies to perform
saline abo.'"tion, the method
necessary after the first
trimester.
Another source of it ·formation
about abortions is the Abortion
Referral Service, loca.•J in
Charlotte, N. C.
ARS' toO-free number serves
as an interstate information and
referral service. It is affiliated
with 314 accredited abortion
clinics. and is entirely funded
through federal and private
grants, Jim Sanders. din!"'·t,r
for the center said.
Referrals from the Carbondale area, be said, usual!y

co

to cliBics ill the St. Louis
,~nity. This inclades Hope

Cibic, Ladies Center. Regency

Park Medical Center, Planned
Parenthood and Reproductive

Services. The Ladies Center,
Sanders said. is chosen by a
majority of women referred by
ARS.

"We rely on medical records
and patient's reports about the
facilities. Any irregularities are
reported to the American
Medical Association," Sanders
said.
"Abortions are not uncommon any more. In una. 1.4
miUion were performed. 1\lso,
there can be minor complications involved with
abortion. One woman In every
1.000 wiD develop a minor
problem that can be corrected
with medication," he said.
ARS staffs six volunteer
employees who offer over-thephone counseling and referrals.
Of these six, foor have degrees
in psychology.

Tonight & Saturday

$$V~

"We do have adoption information and we can refer a
patient to the county social
serviee in her area. We don't
offer alternative infonna!ion
unless it's asked for." Sanders
said.
Of all the calls ARS receives.
98 percent specifically ask f"r
abortion information. he ata~d.
"I wish 98 percent_ were_ C3lling
for altt>mat1ves. uke aCIOJtllon.
but they don't.''
A rt>porter posing as a
prospectivt' patient called ARS
and wa!' given information quite
similar to that which Sandt>rs
supplied. Unlike the ;•;;man
who answered at the f, rst
·number called. this woman did
not hesitate to discuss abort.ion
alternatives or counseling with
the repo;·ter.
When asked about the
abortion itself. she expkinro in
layman's terms the medical
procedure. step-by-step. ~he
explained what to expect durmg
and after the abortion and
added th:tt the abortion woold
not affect a woman's ability to
have children at a later date.
"Yoo can always change yoor
mind at any time. T-ake some
time to think abt.tul your
choices. Don't wait too long. but
do think." she said.
Abortion is an alternative to
pregnancy that many women
find mO!'t suitable to their own
par1kular circumstances and
lifestyles. It is. however.IIOt the
right choire for all womt'n.
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Nothing To Do Sunday?
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Check out the:
LIFESTYLING WORKSHOP. If you would like to improve your
physical. social. and emotional well-being. this _workshop is
for you! Specific attention will be_grven to phys1cal och~•ty.
good nutrition, relaxation. and personol ecology •n a
holistic framework.
Sunday. february 3. 1:00-~:00 p.m. IIJirl>)iS Room, Student
Center.

* Free to SIU Stu4entsl

* No pr•r. .lstn.tion neceuaryl

Two student

pregnancies
reported dally
Despite the variCJUS birth
control methods avaiiable to
SIU-C women. an average of
two . pregnancies a day are
conf1rmed throogh the Health
Center. Of these pregnancies,
an estimated 11¥1 percent are
aborted.
Tile estimated number is very
conservative, said Sandy
Landis. coordinator of Human
Sexuality Services, because it is
not known how many students
who become pregnant and
decide to abort go throogh other
services.
Exact figures on the number
who decide to abort or go
through full-term pregnancy
are not available. "Some oi
them get married. others drop
out of school," she said. "We
never hear from them."
Juniors, seniors and graduate

Opt•n lOam

ladies Play FREE

A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois Utility is
seeking entry level engineers for the
following areas:

OPERAliONS
SYStEM DESIGN
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING

._....:

We are looking for B.S. and M.S. Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers, if interested
sign up to ·atk to:
David W. Butts

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525
An fquol 0:>$>0<tuntt-, Employ..
Mol•
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Fights of father, child violated

~A%

Nathanson. the fonner director
of an abortion "linic in New
York City. and rounder of the
National Abortion Rights Action
League. now refuses to perform
abort;ons_
"In his hook 'Aborting
America.' Nathar,.;on says he
came to the conclusion that he
presided over 73.000 deaths and
that human life begin.'l at the
moment of conception," Babcox
said.
"Nathanson estimates that
about 1.2 million abortions are
perfonned each year. or that
one out of every 3.2 pregnancies
ends in abortion." Babcox said.
"In some communities. such as
Washington D. C.• the abortion
rate exceeds the birth rate."
Babcox said that although
many pro-abortion groups
charge that the anti-abortion
groups are trying to impose
moral values on other people.
the prCHbortion groups are
doing the same thing.
"Any legislation, whether it
deals with murder. stealin~t or ..1
speed limit is an in1positton of
morality," Babcox said. "We're
both trying to in pose our
morality in accordance with the
due procesa of the law."
Babcox said he believes that.
"With legalized abortions.
fathers are impoaed upon, as
they have no say in the life of
the child they fathered. Parents
are imposed
he Said. "as
their minor daughter may get
an abortion without their
knowledge, much less their

upon.··

consent. even though she cannot
have a tonsillectomv or have
her ears pierced without their
consent:" Babcox said.
"As taxpayers. we are all
imposed upon when federal
funds are used for abortions,"
Babcox said.
"But most importantly.
unborn children are impose<'
u~n:" Babcox concluded.
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student" become pregnant more
often than underclassm~>n. :~aid
Landis. who attributes the fact
to a mc.re intimate level Qf
relationships among this group
She also said that the freedom
to live off campus is a contributing factor.
Health
Se•v1ce
The
laboratory conducted about
1,700 tests far pregnancy lasl
year. Medical Director Dr.
Edward Knapp said that 80 to 85
percent or the womert who had
positive resul:s df!cided to
tenninate the pregnancy as
soon as possible. The other 15 to
20 percent preferred to delay
the decision to discuss the
matter with their partner.
One of the five most common
pregnancy tests is the
Gravindex, a method which
involves a laboratory analysis
of an urine specimen.
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Babcox said he interprets the
Court's decision to mean that.
"Abortions can legally be
pcrfonned through the nintii
month of a pregnancy. although
few doctors would consent to
perfonn an abortion during that
time."
"The only restrictions."
Babcox maintains, "are that
the abortion be perfonned in an
accredited clinic and that the
health of the mother be in
danger." He said that, "The
courts have defined health to
nean well-being. including the
emotional.
familial
and
financial well-being of the
woman."
Babcox said that he believes
the legalization of abortion
leaves open the possibility of
legislation legalizing infanticide
and euthanasia.
"Many people depend on
extt'11J8llife-support systems to
survive, just as unborn children
depend on the internal lifesupport system of the mother to
survive," Babcox said.
"The question revolves
around a value judgment," he
said, adding, "The Constitution
guarantees the right to life for
aU people as an unalienable
right.''
Babcox said he thinks a
"Human Life Amendment" will
be passed in this decade, as
more people are educated about
the development of the fetus
and about abortions. As an
example, Babcox said, Charles
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Movie traces
singer's life,
rags-to-richs
By Bob Thomu

ASSIJCiated Prea Wri~
"Coal Miner's Daughter"
boasts two powerful performPnces: Sissy Spacek as the
rags-to-riches country singer
Loretta Lynn. and Tommy Lee
Jones as her headstrong but
perseverinl! husband.

Spacek is totally convincing
as the 14-year-old bride and
motht>r. interpreting the Lynn
sonl!s herself-no lip sync here.
Jones brings a vigorous
presence to the screen.
demonstrating once more th<Jt
he is capable of important
stardom.

11-illi--·· ....
Homemade CbUl
A:lade .Daily
I~

e

I

Director 1\lichat>l Apted
captures the look and sound of
hill-country life and the country
music scene, but the script
falters in the final third.

Red G..-• an in&ernationally.fa•aa• Kulptor, willlte returnmg
to SIU.C ia May to finish a joi&t project lie began Jut December
wit• !ltlldeat!l on campu11.

Sculptor retutninl[ to campus
under famous anist prow-am
Bv Rod Furlsiudent "·ri~r

An internationally-famous
sculptor wdl make his second
~~~ :~~ti. 10 May to work
Red Grooms. who will paint

the sculptures he and students
created in De\.oember. is participating in a program started
a ~r ago to bring famous
art1sts to SIV-C.
Tom Walsh. who started the
pr~m. said. ··critics have
pra~ Groom_s' work 1 really
~an t emphas1ze enough how
Important to the art world he is
a!ld how _lucky we are to have
h1m c:ommg back to SIU."
Walsb.a professor of art. said
Grooms' most famous piece is
"Ruckus Manhattan." a 6,400
square-foot parody of New York
City. He said the piece was the
moo;t popular exhibit "to hit the
Marlborough Gallery in quite
He said the
some time."
Marlborough Gallery is a
prestigious New York mUSP.Um.
Walsh said he didn "t know the

exact day that Grooms wiD
arrive, but that it wiU be anDOUIICed.
The program that brings the
artis&S to campus is financed by
a
National
Education
Associittion grant and a
Unh.·ersity Galleries and
llolusuem grant.

"'The artists stay ;or a week."

Walsh said. "Our students get a
chance to work with them, the
public is exposed to their art.
and the University Museum
gets a cast or print of any work
they do while they are here."
BOB HOPE RETROSPECTIVE
LOS ANGELES lAP)- Bob
Hope senses that the mood in
America is just right for a sixhour retrospective of his entertanment tours for American
troops. The patriotic fervor in
the air may weD make a big
winner of "Bob Hope's Overseas Christmas Tours: Around
the World With the Troops."
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The perils of supt'rstardom
have been portrayed from "A
Star Is Born" to "The Rose";
the Lynn malaise in mid-career
adds nothing new. and the cure
lack.., conviction. Rated PG. but
the film contains little to
prevent family patronage.
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BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL
BLACK HiSTORY.MONTH
Southern lllinois Univenity at Carbondale
FebnHiry 1980
Cultural Dance Concert: "Soul ill Motion"
Alpha Kappa Alpha Set
BAC Student Cmter Exhibit
BAC Morris library Exhibit
Kujichagalta: ~!adt Student Orientation

Quigley Hall
7p m.
BaUrooms9p.m.-la.m.
North Gallery 51
All Day
~.oois library
All Day
Grinnell Hall
7p.m.

Cl&llluepl!l'fomwwcesand~ byBAC~

212

BTO Set
Grinnell Hall10pm 4am
(free if ~\JU attend the Orttntation. otherwise..50cl
Faner Museum
3p.m
lntroduction·lecture to Bli!ck Art Exhibit
Dr. Benjamin Miller. Director of School of Art SIU·C·
213-29
Black Art Exhibit: "African Artists In America" Faner Museum
All Day
'i:n
BAC Prison Program
Marion Penitentiary.
6 ,.m.
with the Black Culture Society
Rap
Session:
"Informal
Discussion
of
the
Role
Ohio
Room
7p.rr.
2fl
and Relations of Black 5tudent Organizations
Mystic Voyage: Black Culture Night .
Ease N" Coffee House
9p.m.
218
Student Cneter
Sigma Gamma Rho Formal Rush
2p.m.
2/9
Ballroom C & D
Umo;a Panel Discussion: "The Black Church
7p.m.
219
ttl America"
Kappa Alpha Psi Sweetheart Ball ($2 donation)
Ramada Inn
9p.m.
219
lllinots Room
2110
BAC F"ecutiw Couocil Meeting
6p.m.
Sigma Gamma Rho Anniversary DI."Co
Ramada Inn
9·2a.m
2110
Sigma Gamma Rho MOVie: "The learning Tree· Student Center 7 & 9p.m.
2/11
(. 75c donation)
Rap SessiOn: "Informal Discusslu.• of Black Male/· Ballroom A
2/13
7p.m.
Female Relationships"

2/6

Marion Penitentiary
6p.m.
BAC Prison Program
Alpha Ka~ pa Alpha ';.1
Big Muddy Sll :<i5p.m
Black History Mus:cal Gillispie T P."11ple Church of God in Chnst
7p.m.
Greek Scene (~,sored by AKAJ
DaVIS Auditorium ~ :30p.JTI
Alpha Kappa Alpha Pre-Ball Set
Student Cer>terltX,m·3am
Sgt. TJ McFiy"s
14p.m.
Alpl.a Kappa Alpha Happy Hour
Mystic Voyage Talent Show: "Winner
5:urma Hayes Center 8 30p.m.
Takes Air ($2.00 adults and $1.00 children)
Stan Hoyes9p.m ·2a.m.
2116
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sweetheart Ball
2117
BACM0111e:"Greasedllghming"
Bal!:oomD 6&9p.m.
starring Richard Pryor. Pam Grier. Beau Bridges. Cleavon little
2/18
lecture: "Contemporary Africa" Dr. Bilick
'GrinneD Hall
7p.m.

2/14

2/14

2115
2!15
2115
2 116
2116

Black Student Art Exhibit
Allyn Bldg Vergette Gallery
AllDay
Ballroom C
Black Awareness Quiz
6p.m.
1<nowiL'dge CXJr11.•"1ifun among the inlm!Sta:lstudents 101 prizes
2/20
Black Awarmess Quiz
Communications Bldg.
6p.m.
IWSIU·TV Tape Session)
2121
BAC Prison Program
Marion Penitentiary
6p.m.
with the Black Culture Society
2122
SigmaGammaRhoSet:"ATouchof
RomanRoom
9-la.m.
Blue and Gold Magic"
2'22·24
International FestiVal
Student Center
2124
BAC Exective Council Meeting
Illinois Room
6p.m.
2/27
Rap Session: "Informal Discussion of Black Faculty Grinnell Hall
7p.m.
cmd Staff and Student Relations
21'28
BAC Prison Program
Marton Pmitentiary
6pm
with the Black Culture Society
2128
Alpha Phi Alpha Basketball Toum.unent
Davies Gym
7p.m
2129
Soul Food Banquet (Omation $15JCarbondale High School East
/p.m.
2129
"An Ewning with Tamara Sykes Danc.-rs
Marion Civic Cmter 7.30p.m
and Friends- (Donation $2.50 ad11lts $1 OOchildrenl
3/1
Alpha Phi Alpha StatP Convention
SIUC
2'1SZ2
2119
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Billboanllists singles, LP's

'.

By The Associated Press

PBS tries hard t, be dirferent.
The movies and !!hows reflect
the fourth network's nonronformist TV outi~Jk.
Engable viewers can this
week experience cloak and
dagger ad\"enture in England,
meet America's oldest living
citizen. a 135-year-old former
slave, and travel deep inside the
most powerful force on earth the human mind.
Channel 8 also dusts off the
films ''Bride of Frankenstein"
and "Simbad the Sailor."
"Bride of Frankenstein" 110
p.m. fo"riday~ is a boy-meets-girl
story unlike any other. The book
"Movies On TV" calls "Bride"
the best of the Frankenstein
series. "Karloft and Lancaster

The following are Billboard's
hot record hits for the week
ending fo'ebruary 9.
HOT SINGLES

,~U:~r:,n~~ ~e~~~~fo~.
~·~=:~average for this kind

"Charlie Smith and the
Fritter Tree" examines the life
and timel'l of America's oldest
living former slave at 8 p.m.
Saturday. As a boy, Charlie
Smith is coaxed aboard a slave
ship with a promise of com
fritter trees, the equivalent. I
guess, of today's Big Mac.
Bought by a Texas rancher. he
serves as a cowboy and,
following the Civil Wdr, lives a
rambunctious lire as a cattle
driver and saloon kee.,.:r.

Gene Sbalit lripU. will llost a IS-wed PBS series el British
dlrillen eallell "Mystery" beginning Feb. 5. Artist IUuslntar
Edward Garey desigaed the Vietclriaa drawing-nom set asetl in
the series.

outliving aU the moralists and
preachers who called him
foolish.
"Simbad the Sailor" 110 p.m.
Saturday) is no fool. The
seafaring storyteller has adventures with a secret amulet
and a beautiful princess in this
1947 swashbuckler.
The National Geographic
speciai"Mysteriesof the Miuu··

17 p.m. Monday) examines
questions about the brain's
activity during sleep and the
causes of sleep irregularity,
among other topics.
The mystery series "5_he Fell
Among Thieves" premieres a
15-week run of British thrillers.

1. "Rock With You" Michael
Jackson I Epic 1
2. "Oo That To Me One More
Time" The Captain & Tennill"
!Casablanca I
3. "Coward Of The County''
Ket1>1y Rogers I United Artists I
4.
"Cruisin"'
Smokey
Robinson ITamlaJ
5. ''Crazy Little Thing Called
Love" Queen 1Elektra 1
6. "Yt.>s, I'm Ready" Teri De
Sario with K.C. tCasablanca 1
7. "Sara" Fleetwood Mac
<Warner Bros. I
8. "The Long Run" Eagles
IAc;yluml
9. ''Longer" Dan Fogelberg
1Full Moon-Epic 1
10. "Don't Do .Me Like That"
Tom Petty lr The Heartbreakers !Backstreet>

TOP LP's

1. "The Wall" Pink Floyd

I Columbia)

2. "Damn The Torpedoes"
Tom Petty lr The Heartbreakers tBackstreeU
3. "The Long Run" Eagles
<Asylum)

4. "Of( The WaiJ" Michael
.Jackson 1Eyic J
;;. "Kenny" Kenny Rogers
1United Artists 1
6. ''Phoenix" Dan Fogelberg
1Full Moon-Epic 1
7. "On The Radio - Greatest
Hits. Volumes One & Two··
Donna Summer ICasablancal
8. "Tusk" f'leetwood !\lac
1Wamer Bros.)
9. "Greatest" Bee Gees
tRSOJ
10. "Cornerstone" Styx
IA&Ml

ondget o $50
Cart. FREE
•Buy o Technics "'u''"·"''e<:'..
and get o case (10) of
or TOK FREE.
•All Grado Cartridges Sl

·:~;~~~.:,~=-eg. Amp

•Matching Tuner Ret.$350hlel1tt
•Nokomichi 480 coss. deck
Retail SSOO-S.Ie MSI
•Topes: TDK SA-C90-S3.7Se. ar
$36/ ~of 10. Moxell UDXLII
C·90 ...25ear$oUtca.of 10.

._.......

.......__,....,lltoth'sS.Wn
7 d~ a - k 8om-10pm
313 South St. M'boro

TUESDAY!

Direct
lnfe:-~~~e~tlon

On:

GOVERNMENT

CAREER DAY '80
Tuesday. February 5
When graduation time comes, be o step oheod!
Know you hove obtained the training
needed for the position you seek
by osking in advance!

Student Center
Ballrooms A & 8
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Tolk directly with representatives of State ~
Illinois, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. FBI. Veter~n s
Adm., Social Security Adm., IRS, Forest S~•ce,
U.S. Bureou of Prisons and many other ogenc1es.

A* yowOWII.,_tl-. No lectwes.

lust .... In tor-t. All ....lon' welconlel

Southern Illinois University
at Carltonclale

Fandlg Night
atlandgo

SJ.99
REGULAR 83.26 VALUE

Concert programming in financial bind
Ky l'rai!( Dfo\"ri~~~

expenst'S. He estimate& that the bar.d's tour comes to Cartype of bands that would play
bondalel, popularity and the
Booking concerts for the the Arena make an average of dates groups are available
Arena and for Shryock $35.000 a show.
when booking a show. Beyond
Auditorium may be two difIn arranging shows for
that, differing factors come in
ferent matters. But if there is a s h r y o c k · s 1 • 2 o o. sea t
to play.
common dt.>nominator. Gary auditorium, the Consorts
· Scott sees his job as
Dralce and John Scott. agree. it's Committee's production costs
programming for the students.
covering hall rental. Shryock
He said he looks for groups that
spelled m-o-n-e-y.
"We can't book a group that employee wages. sound and
will appeal to a college student
won't at least break even," sa1d light rental, publicity and other
audience and he likes to book
Arena Dil't.'Ctor Drake. em· miscellaneous costs range from
shows with some variety. The
Consorts Committee takes a
phasizing that ticket sales pay 51.000 to 2.000. The average
the load for concerts in his Shryock act charges around
survey each semester asking
lO.ooo-seat hall. "When we do a ss.ooo to perform. Scott said.
students which groups from
concert, we have to know we'll
The logical means by which
different musical categories
be able to sell at least 4.000 the increase in costs can be met
they would pay to see. That
seats.
is an increase in ticket prices.
survey is considered heavily
As chairman of the SPC However. Scott is particuiarly
when booking acts. said &ott.
Consorts Committee. Scott has reluctanttodothat. He points to
..We try to work off of the
survey as much as possible.
had a little more lee-way in the fact that a ticket to see the
booking concer.s at Shryock. In Talking Heads last semester
We'vedonethat for the past two
the past. the aid of student funds cost only 56.
years and it has worked out
has made it possible for SPC
"I kind of view my job as
pretty well," he says.
Consorts to book shows t.'Jat trying to g~t the best shows I
Drake sah.l he doesn't have
might even lose a little mor.t!y. can for the cheapelJt price
the
luxury
of
alwo~ys
But. he says. not anymore.
possible." he said.
programming strictly for
"This semester, every show
And thouRh Drake is wary of
students because the Arena is
much larger than Shryock. He
has to do all right." Scott said. raising ticket prices too high, he
pointing out that inflation and says he has to charge a price
says he has three markets to
lack of an increase in student that will pay the band's salary
work within, SIU-C students
only. the Cf\mmunity only and
funding have put his operation and allow the Arena to at least
students and community. Of the
in a bind. "What it boils down to break even.
is that I can't book the same
"It used to he that you could
three, the latter is the most
amount of quality shows this see groups for a whole lot
successful.
year with the same amount of cheaper price in Carbondale,"
However. he said concerts at
money we had last year."
he said. "~Jut on the same hand
the Arena aren't booked with
Both agree that the rising you weren't seeing bands of the
any particular audience in
costs of staging and promoting same stature."
mind. but rather they are
l.:'oncerts have become major
Aside from working around
c~ from what's available
and will reach at least their
obstacles. Drake estimates that the money factor, Scott and
it costs the Arena between Drake go about bookil'g con
minimal goal of ticket sales.
511.000 and 515.000 to put on a
certs in two distinctly different
''There's no real mix we
ways.
concert With $4.000 or 55.000 of
strive for, but we will probably
that going for advertising and
have at least four or five shows
promotion. That cost doesn't
Both promoters consider
a year that cater to SJU-C
include talent or production prices. routing lhow close a
Staff Writer

st~nts." he said.
.
Scott an~ D!"akt; say a _major
~rt of ~he1r JOb IS keepmg up ~
Wl_th different agents and
middlemen t~ determme what ~
~cts .a~ avall_able and wh~n.
. Defm1tely a b1g part of !!'Y JOb ~
IS ~orkmg on the phone. Scott ~
sa1d.
~
They sa~ both the Arena and
Shryock w1ll. nave a fu~l slate of
concerts th1s vear. Scot_t has
already booked John Pnne to
play Feb. 9. at Shryock.
Drake s_a1d he ~opes to
sc~ule f1ve or SIX shows
dunng the !'t'Cond !'emester.

:\.'iSOCiatf'd Prf'SS l\"rilf'r
NASHVILLE. Tenn. 4t\Pl -

The author of a controversial
book that first disclosed Elvis
Presley's drug abuse savs
additional doctors should be
investigated. as Presley's
Memphis physician was.
Sonny West. who helped write
the book "Elvis: What Happened?", says at least three
other doctors or dentists in Los
Angeles or Las
Vegas
prescribed drugs for Presley.
Presley's physician. Dr.
George Nichopoulos. had his
medical li..-ense suspended for
three months and was placed on
probation for three years by
Tennessee medical authorities
for indiscriminately
prescribing drugs for the late
king of rock 'n' roll and nine
other patients.
"The FBI ought to go after
these others," suggests West,
who was a bodyguard for
Presley.

The book. published 15 days
before Presley died in August
19i7. created a stir by revealing

the singer had abused "uppers
and downers" for years.
In testimony last month in
Memphis before the Tennessee
Board of Medical Examiners,
the white-haired Nichopoulos
said Presley took pills to sleep.
wake up, feel better for concerts
and relax aftt.>r them. In effect,
he confirmed many of the
book's disclosures that had been
so controversial when the
publication was released.
West, the author with cousin
Red West and DavP Hebler. who
also were Presley bodyguards
says he doesn't feel pa:·ticularly
vindicated by Nichopoulos'
testimony.
''There's not too much vindication. but people called us
liars and we weren't," he says.
West, now an actor and horse
breeder living in Los Angeles,
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PRESENTS

Friday & Saturday Nlehts
Live Music by

CANDY
*
*
Frlclay Night

$2.00 Pitchers
Froml-1t

t'a!(e

18.

....

Umly Egyptian. Ff'bruary

1. 19110

,,.... roed Chocken (3). . . . • • .
..
Cho- Frlft Chtcken Hom Fried Roce ..
• Lemon Ch....en S-med Roce
I Sour Chocken St.......ct Rice..
Curry Ch•ckenihot) Steamed Roce..
Chocken Froed Roce...
Curry Chock•n Frlft '•ce(hot) .....
Chtcken Chop Suey 5'-Gmed Roce..
Plaon - .... Suey S,_ed Rrce.
Chock•n Chow M.,n. Croopy Noodle. . . ..
Chocken tgg Foo Y-"9( 1 polly) S-.....1 Roce
12
• Szechuan Ch•c••nlho>)· St.amed Rice .
Chocken Roce Noodle.
Curry Chocloen Roce Noaale(hot) ....
Chtcloen Soft Noodle{lo maon fctloi fOba).
Almond Chocloen St.amed Roce
Co~h•- Ch.cken Steomed lt•c•

s-•

pG'"")

Hair Pros
:
Eileen
:
Jan
at
Jenny :

,~& ~~

:

~,~;

:

Vf U'\IR~TYlES

~

815'1. S.lllinoisAvenue :
S..lJ-8222 ' ••••••

....

BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEER
CHICAGO
LAKIFIIONT
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'Jailbird' a glimpse into future
By SazanM Lengmift
Sf'W!I Editar

I''Jailbinl. by Kurt Vonn.gut.
fh>lacort. Pr.u. S•w \' ork,
S.Y .• 19i9. Z41 pp., l!t.95.)
"Jailbird."' bv Kurt Vonnegut. is a glimpSe into the notso-distant future of the United
States. This is Americlll at a
time when a huge corporation
called RAMJAC owns 19 percent of everything. It is a story
of working-class stru~gle. of
injustice and of the American

way of life undergoing
systematic self-destruction.
Vonnegut
predicts
the
ultimate point of moral and
spiritual disaster which lies
ahPad. America.. institutions
and values. he implies. are not
likely to survive.
The characters and events
which seem to border on th~
prophetic and the absurd. are
not all that far-fetched. They
have an unsettlingly authentic
quality that calls for more.- attention.
"Jailbird" is also very funny.
Vonnegut's formula for usin~
bitter coincidence and unfortunate victims as comic
elements works once again.

Kurt V onnegut

As in ''Slaughterhouse-Five."
the unwilling hero. in this case
Walteor F. Starbuck, lives a life
of circumstances he doesn't
undeorstand. He is a selfdescribed "recidivist." one who
habitually relapses into crime
or anti-social behavior.
As a union sympathizer,
which later translates into

below President Nixon, he is
jailed for Watergate crimes. He
goes to jail again for trying to
save the economy from
collapse.
RAMJAC is owned by a
decrepit shopping-bag woman
in New York. Her plan i3 to
gather ~II the wealth an~
property m the U.S. and tum tt

~~t~u~~~; ~ea ~~;~~d~n~~

tContiDaed

innocently occupying the office

Author wants further inquiry
1<"4Mitinaf'd rrpm Page tR>\.

says he understands from news
repo~ts about the Nichopoulos
heanng that Presley's drug use
was worse than he realized.
"i didn't realize he was
getting that many shots ·• the
former bodyguard says_' "His
rear end already was a pin
cushion."
After the book was published
Wt"St says the authors had
trouble making people believe
their story.

"People

have

verbally

~ressed me dowr1," he says.
Everyon~ seemed to think he

wa~ stra1gh~. but he expe_nmented ":•th aU kinds of
t~mg~~ He hked a 'dreamy
htgh.
•
_Many o~ Presley's close
fnends d~med the accusations
and satd the three exbodyguards were striking back
because Presley had fired them
a ~r before the book was
pubbshed.

Dutch monarch steps down
hv John Gale
the surprise announcement ift a
:b!IGCiated Prn!l Writer
national television broadcast
A.'I\ISTERDAM, Netherlands from &estdijk Palace, 2S miles
(AP)- Queen Juliana. telling oustide Amsterdam.
the Dutch people her powers
have faded with age. announced
her abdication Thursday after
She spoke for four minutes,
31 years on the throne. Her presenting just the "sober
daughter Crown Princess fac:ts'' and explaining, "Now is
not yet the moment to express
the feelings in me."
She said she would step down
dynasty of the House of Orange.
The 70.year-old Juliana made April 30-ber 7lst birthday.

:ae~~~ :;:nth:u;:.~~e!!fd

OD
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MUST SELL 21" T\', DupleC\
refrigerator 1 ~ide x side! 12 xu·
~~~pet and psd. be~r1r:7

. 'Daily 'Egyptian ·

be

-The Daiii Egyptian cannot
responsible for more than~ days
incorrect insertilli•. Arfv.,rtisers are
;·esponsible for rhKking their
advertisement for errors. t:rrors not
the fault or the ad,·ertiser which
le!>Sen
the
value
or
the
advertist>ment will be adjusted. If
vour ad appears incorrecth·, or if
you wish to cancel your ad, call5363311 before 12:00 noon for
cancellation in the next day's issue.
('lassifW Jnformatloll RatM
m~~u~ali:-J,O cents per word
Two Days-9 cents per word. per
dav.
'three or Four Days-8 cents per

.........

•n llulck Ayt..wll VU4r
~.

-:~~~uture kyl•uto .

'76 hick Sllyt..w• v•,.....

1........

'JS Cut.._lu~p.s.,
........c.

'77 J-.. P.U •• J-11, kyl, p.e.

129-11•

c .....

Slt-11•1

"'~:!:e~~~ine Da~-s--7 cents per

'76 PLYMOUTH ARROW IJT.S
speed Hatchback. Excellent
condition. low mileage. AM-Fl\1,
extras. $2650.00. Dan. ~9-5453.
3531Aa90

Days-·6 cents
per word. per day.
Twenty or More Days-S rents per
worJ. per day.

'72 TOYOTA 20-32 m.p.g.• 98,000
miles Super eng111e S900 549-5104
after 6.
3525Aa95

w't~ ~::Ud~neteen

------------------

1972 FORD MAVERICK, six. 3
speed manual. good tires 6 brakes.

15 Word :\!inlmam

m!~~e:'~wg!~~i1~~h;'lft~p~·~ri'~~

new exhaust. new carburator,
starts 6 runs good. $550. 549-8.167.
J536Aa8j

::=:.=::::J'!:'!~~~~r~e:!u~lr-~1:
be an additional charge or Sl.OO to
~-over the cost or tf.e necessary

GMC JIMMY, 1974. 4-WD Excellent cond1Uon. lois of extras.
After 6~1\1, 549-171f.'. or98S-4112.
3S42Aa91

pa~~~ advertisin must be
paid in advance excep~ for those
act'OUI1L" w1th establ1shed credit.

'64

SCOUT. 4-WHEEL drive. New

~~~~~0~~:~:

FOR SAU

1

=~~:~sr.e:i~l: tfnw:'.':ii!T:~w~:

Automotlves

Call Jim. 549-1796.

FOREIGN CAR PAIITS

8

.......
A••••••••

sp.m.

I
!

North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale
-~

~~n,Fuai~r:~-~~.~~offcr.
3506Ailr

------EARTH SHOES, "ROOTS". Brand
new! Men's 9-M. $45. Ca~ual style·
dark brown. 457-iiSJ. before 8a. m·
3556Af89

Electronics
..-CDI1~

....

102Wolnut
M7-ZUt

................

~"

j

1ft.1M2

I I

I

O ....t In Murph,tltoro

fiSH NIT PIT IUPPLY
HIADOUAimiRS
ltUalllt DIICOUIIIS

...

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
•Business
•Home and Personal
Uses

Mt'Rimst«iR"o-:- v~::fiy

s1ci-2
bedroom. 5215.00 per .aonth. 5293486Ba88

:!694 or 549-ii23.

AKC ltegia~Wed Pupe»la
Tropical Fish Speclaliats
Tropical fish Suppliell
Accelaortes
SmoiiAnimols
Conariel Porak-ts Flnchea
10 gal oquarium.••••.• 5.9'1
55 gal aquarium••.••. 69.49

:\ll'RPH'iS8(lRO. VERY ;.;ICE-1
bedroom. Sil\5.00 per month 5293485Ba88

2694 or 3-t9-i723.

---· -

Royal Rentals

AQUARIUl\1- MURPHYSBORO·
Apart......ts
TROPK'AL fish • small animals , Efficiency Apts. $130/mon
and bi~ also dog and cat sur
f!t:a~. manco .• 20Ji~~~c 1 1 BdrmApts. $175/mon.
SIBERIAN

..... • rental• leaslne
11MW.MAIN
CortloM.k:- 58-•yte

lsTER
,.~!!!!,

HUSKIES.

2 .,"" Moltll• Homes

~u~~~1,?~~~! St~.fp. ~~ii~,;
Layaway. 724-7897.

PIES-$20. Ready for Valentine's
Da\. Call Roger at 529-1622 durmg
buSiness ~urs.
B3529Ah8i

Cameras
FOR SALE: 35MM Mamiya-Sekor
electronic SLR. f 1.4, ssmm lens,
extras. A,.l!r6. 687·3714. 3490A.J87

APAR"; ,\lENT FOR RENT ·
Cnfurnished, one-bedroom. all
;!~~~tc, near Murpbysbo~ ~

SILENT SUPER·8 Sankvo EM·
60XL with tripod. excellent
camera. Best offer. 453-4Bi-l after
9:00pm.
3511Aj87

8

CARTfo:RVlLLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTME:-.TS. t'urnished,
electric and water paid. natural
~heat. crossroadS. Rt.~B~

CROWN GRAPHIC CAMERAS.
film ht.lder ... nangers. carriers.
Omega Enlarger. Develogmg,

~~~\r.~1ment. w~~~~

EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
t'OR "l!flt, SIJS..month. !water 6

Sporting Goocls g:~54~:1iei!~.to ~=·

CAJ\tBRIA. 3 BEDRWM apartment. Appliances fW'IIished. Sll5
includes water. Qu1et neig~
borhood. No lease. 985-2824.

ocross from the train stotion)

.........,.....,.

MUST
SELL-FISCHER
Speakers. Rare floor standing
model XP-10, 3 way s~akers.
15' ·w-fer wath Piezo eleetrie
tweeters. $200.00 firm for set. 5291561.
~A~

• - • Estate

FOR SALE: 60 Acres- Good Woods
and 23 tillable acres. IS miles from
Carbondale. Call893-Zi74.
3242AD8i
ANNA Charming nine room home.
beautifully landseaoed yard.

t::~!:ac~~e~:'~t!':c.~o:· f~~

~:,~r:~·m:f'kl~:,m:~e~
t;:.~g.
:~~:f:~tp:~~:~

stereo. brush guard and much
more. excellent condition. Must
see. $4300.00. C3U549-i635.
344SAa8i
'72 Al'DI 100 LS. 4 s~

8!13-2124.

w:;

83552Ad106

Mobile Homes

4

~~~· Pz;,~ m.p.g., S1 34~

CARBONDALE AREA:

12x60

~~b~~~ixt~a~~~~-n~

Cl'STOMIZED CHFVY VAN New engine. transmission, brakes,
tires. exhaust, mags, stereo.
carpeted. and much more- $950.00.
457-8640.
3495Aa88

2930 on Tues. and Thurs. after 6:00
oc t-:tl7-787-7ss:i anytime.
3387Ae100C

8!:t~.W~~~b ~:'. f!~3

10x50
ROLLOHOME,
REMODELED. new furnace. air
conditioner. st:ad; l:>t. King size
~~iles from camp~:z:r

~~\~nf'g;~'ti~.wJ.~.a~~~

after Spm.

9

~91

Boaka

APARTMENTS

ARE YOU IMPORTANT or Impotent in today's world? "We Are
The Ones" says your own m10d
contains the makt~ ol history.
371pp. pa~rback, $7.50. Commonsense Books. 1D. Box 287.
Bedford. MA 01730.
3S44Am107

NALDER STEREO
SPECIALS THRU FEB.

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER I FALL

StU opp<ov..t fa<
sophomorn ond up
eorur.ng_

Uhc•ttnc:•n. I 2 & 3 bel.

Musical

Split lev•l opts.
Swtmm•ng pool
Atr cond•t•on•ng
Woll toWollc.,..petong

•th

ACOUSTIC 126 BASS Amp, 100
watts, 15 inch JBL. Rickennacker

AUDIO na.tiCA CAitiiiiDGI
AT 12 EZ Reg. $70.00
Now$30.00

::'t!ra~ case. Best offer.~!~l~

Fully furmsh..t

Charcool grolh

AUDIO tiCMNICA
IONIC DOOM
eg. $13.95
Now$10.95

TAKAMINE CLASSICAL GUITAR
C·l28. I'O!IeWood back-sides, spryce

l:ic':'~t=-~~~ ~~~

MAXWiLL UDXI.I & II
eg. $7.25
Now$4.99each
any quantity

Cabl• rv

AND YEt

185

~=~n~!.':,:~~=~s

FERDER TREMOLUX AMPLIFJER, 1961, white, 2 new 10"

The Wall Street Quads
1207 5. Woll

toBO~t:>,D.E.,andrUcai~AnB1

457-•na

re;;k~d

:= =\e~=~R"'e:fr

or call

St'N!II AMP - tOO watts 2-12's,

715 So. University
"on the island"

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon-Thur-Fri 9 to Spm
3524An87 .._ ..s.o-.t.-u.rd,.o....,.s•l•1•--.3~m.._......

~~a!~:.":S~·~~~C'!.~\ ~~C:

6066.

1

MUST SELL. KOZY 8x36. well

FOR RENT

~~~o.P~1~::~~~- f~~~~~~~:
~.

CHECK OUT OUR
TRANSIIOin'ATION
SPECIALS

Miscellaneous

UnclerS1-

FOR SALE: Dried Wild Giru;eng
~~sc~. \'tund. Call ~~f9s

73 Chevy~ 2dr. power & air
72 Chevy C-10 P.U. Aut. camper
70C-10Chevy p.u.loolts ond
runs great!

TYPEWRITERS, SCl\l ELECTRICS. new and used. Irwin
Typewriter Exchange, 1101 Nonh

FRENCH WOOD CLARINET
$145.00, 19'i1 Ford Wagon. snow
tires SJSO. Nortaki t'ine China.
Credit or Layaway, Christopher.
C.aU 724-7897.
:w&:!AfBi

I

No r . .sonaltle offer

refu..cl

See these and more at
Epps DATSUN.Eost Rt. 13
at Lake Rood.

457-'-1" ...•..••• ~.~r.nas

·----....................
We buy used SfleniOequipment

Good condition or
needing repair .

CAMPUS AUDIO IS Back! With an
even larger selection or audio gear
to choose from! can 529-1667 for
the lowest prices in Carbondale.
3526Ag95

MISS KITTY'S GOOD used fur-

1 ~;~~~~s.be~~~e~~: s.rtn!:aw"!~!:
i dressers. sofas. dinette sets. mucb

·Jmore too numerous to mt!ntion. :

:

11

COUPON"

FREE

Guitar Player
Keyboard Player
Magazines
1 perpatron
up

I
t~~/trl\a;,l{~.z!t~t.rff-::.~r~ 1 M USC

Page 21:1. Dally Egyptian. 't'ebrUary 1. 1980

•o
..

$1-7~ 't!Oiue

ocro.. lrom

Xn••1 ,.4,;,\•.,)~~:

TWO BEDROOM Fl'RNISHED
apartment, carr,Pt, !'ir, near
~: absolute.y no &'i~i~
CARBONDALE, ~N NEEU or an
apartment? We llave vacancies.
smgle or double occupancy.
completely furnished. y; e pay
utilities. NJply in.J:irson Office.
511 S. Graham, 457 12. &"~CliO
1 APARTMENT FOR 2 people,
~homore aflfroved on-eamcus.
can
Includes ~m~·,

rs.r.= .

Nowta

ng

Sprl. . Contracts
for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.

GlannWIIIIamiRenfal
511 So. University
457-7.41
:

..

Houses

.q

Apartments

~~~:f.~i!J.pe;:r:,~~~t

Umi•S501
73 P/ymoufh Fury~. needs trans
71 FordLTD2dr. hardtop
71 Dodge DIOO P.U.

3498Ae88

IOXSO 2 BEDROOM. fW'IIished, new
furnace. shaded, secluded lot, in
town, $2,000.00. After 5:00. 549-2747.
3510Ae8;

••v•c.

Moin'-'Kince w ·vtce

3515Aa89

NEED WHEELS?

$120/ mon

All locations ore furnished
A. C•• SOME UTILITIES FURNISHED

Foat~NoWOitt,.

AII..._Pan.
Ma.t hrta In Stack
All.--...t..,._.

S115/ mon

1OxSO
12x50

3461Ah!14

--------------·GERMAN SHEPHERD PU~

Come in for o free demonstroti

16K Apple II S11t5
........ COMPU'IIRMMr

34548a8i

Spm. 529-3308.

..._.,.cot,....,.enr..,..•-·
-~ ............

35S4Aa91

GLO.ALAUTO

forlenrfce:

3553Aa90

MATTRESS QUEEN SIZE. box

~ai9~~~~l?a~l!'~0: t.;ve,rr.~~ ~-----Pnce negoliD' le. Call 549-5614 ater

529-1644

........

shm7t::S

1967 MGB FOR SALE. Body and
top_ need lillie work. R~built

HANDMADE QUILTS, SiO.OO and
up. Call549-3903 after:>; ~AI88

Sl.'BLEASE
SPRING
Pets & Sup pile& TO
t"'z~~r~:~ ~r:;~~ rur:::~~~
rent mcludes utihues. Call a{ler

STUDENT RENTALS: 2.3, and 4
bedroom houses. close to campus,
also one and 3 bedroom apart·
menl:!l. call between 4 and 5. 5291082 or 549-61180.
82890Bb87C
CARBONDALE HOUSIN~2
bedroom furnished house. carvort.

~~~~:ara,t~ !nm~~~R':u~! ~
West

cau 611-1-4145.

CARBON~ALE.

8327iBb87

2 BEDROOM,

~:d~ ':~g,g~~o~. :rr~ton~~g~
month lease. deposit. 5-19-7U58
3406Bb87

ONE PERSON NEEDS two more
for three bedroom house. furmshed. all uhblles included. S\25 a
montheach.-IS7-tlo34. B34198bll7
--~·

--------

SMALL. NIC:E. 3 miles faSt, 2 or 3

~~: ~~;~ ~~m. k\~che!'s

... water includtid. eau ..!'f.'~: g
B346:1Bb87
JUt \\

uAK:.,T ..~~Ih

unfurmsht"d, available for im:
med1ate occupan\'Y· Personnel
~pt.. Mt'monal Hospital. -101 W.
~~~m. Carbondale. 54~~b;'~
··-~---------··-·----

2. 3. and, -1 bedroom. cl~"""'to
<'ampus. <.all bl'tween -1 6 5. 5'.!9h!!tl.
B:J:I578blllel(.'

ROO:\! MATE NEEDED TO Share
two bedroom house, St2:. per
month plus •z utilities,

THAILER
fo'OR
RE!'<T.
Reasonable. South of Carbondale.
:'lio pets. Phone 549-3680. 3522Bc88
THREE BIWROOM HOl'SE.
$:.!75.00 a month. Available for
immediate occupancy. 54!1-0589.

!li!Cfo: 2 BEDR00!\1. furnished.
enPrgy sning. no CIPS. near
campus. sorry no pets. 457·52fifi.

CLEAN. FURNISHED. TWO
miles east.r. available now. two
~~s. ~180 a monthlh~r~

C.riMMMiele Housl....
Extra Nice .. Bdrm,
furnished house, 3 blocks
from campus, wall-to-wall
carpet. Absolutely no pets,

L-----------"'
C.II614-414J

-----

2 BEDROOM. WARREN Road.
fumtshed. underpinned. AC. No
pets. 5-19-&181.
B3540Bc9'l

TRAILERS

Rooms

3 AND 4 81DROOM
HOUSH, CLOSf TO
CAMPUS
Call . .fw..,. 4:00

and .5:00pm.
.s29-' oa2 .Mf).qao

Moltlle Homes
TWO-Bt-:DROOM lr one three
hedroom traders. Ghsson Coun.
616 1-:. Park St.. carbondale.
c 1-.,;t-:

3298Bc88

11:'\t: LARGE BEDROOM, one
:<mall. SIOO, AC. water. Town lr
~~ufiB' Mobile Homes. C~'J~~

nm

BEDROOMS STARTING at
S:~u. natural gas. Also. lots
a\;ulable. Mahbu Villag~=·
l llt:I>ROOM TRAILER. 300 South

~~hS:. ~~:.avt"IIS Rea~ia~
f"ARBONDAl.E.
12x60. ATTR.-\(TIVE 2 bedroom. air. car·

ROOMMATE

NEEDED

~~mft~~- ~~. ~~::n r:::':l~t~;~2~:

3520Be89

2876.

SERIOUS NONSMOKING UNDERCLASS or grad student to
share house 5 minutes from
library •:.tll54!H1051 after 5.
3521Be87
FEMALE--IM'IEDIATELY FOR
Lewis Park Apt .• own room. •2

~~~t'::C:~~-~ .~~~t'i':L sg~

3892.

r.:.

3508Be92

FEMALE
ROOMMATF.
NEEDED. S80 month plus utiliti~.
1 block from campus. 529-3496. 609
S. t'oplar.
3530Be90

CABLE TV, ALL utilities paid.
maid service. S52.50 per week.
King's Inn Motel. 549-4013.
B31t3Bd93C

MALE GRAD OR serious undergrad. Own room in gre;Jt 2
bedroom a11t. Central !tPl!i, AC.
Sl-'O montlily tncludu uti>tdes.
cable. No pets. 437-8462. J:ilJ9.e92

UNEXPECTED OPENINC. IN

~~~t:::,~. ~r~niliti!u~,~':t:~:
349-3174.

FOR

l:l,.au trailer. Walking distance to

..... · - IoillS •month.

STUDENT RENTALS

FEMAL~

3499Bd88

ROOMM~~E
chll;>~

NI-:EDED. lor large house

l.:.'is'~~~'t!:~~ie~:r~~37

:;~in~l:ockpJ~ ho~~t~:~rl

NEED A PAPER Typed? IBM
Selectric. fast & accurate,
reasonable rates. M9-2258. 3089E92

Operator-Rece~ionist

with *50

7RUNSDAILY

... 11 North

FEMALE

~~~'Ve.;·~~·~:~~~·~:~~5~~

to

NEEDED

FOR

B3496BdtcNC

:;i~~~~~:.":.u::S in co!:t':,~tlt ~l:!

YOt:R OWN ROOM. In a house

3568Be88

ooe-fifth utilities. &:if549-37tO.

- - - - -ROOMMATE
--

~:m nl:~.·o.~~m.e~=~·~'r: rr.::~

DESIRED-ONE
0

~~~ -~z:e~ ~~C:.~~O:ru~ o~~~~rrsci

mediately. Call Mary Jo at 529-2959
anytime.
3!>48Bd93

0

utilities. 549-0546.

35578e88

Roommate•

Duplex

\\'A L K 1 NG
D 1ST A NCE.
SPACIOUS Rooms. $110 month.
large house. carpeted. very ni<'e on
Sycamore St., ;;4!Hi489. ;p~ .de92

CARTERVILLE-DUPLEX-new2 bedroom · storage · washer.
dryer hook-up· privacy· ~~in

FEMALE NEEDED TO take over
contract till August in large house.
2 nice roommates. 3 bloCks from

CARBONDALE.

call TlftT GOLD at
NURSING OPPORTUNITIES.
RNs. LPNs. and ward clerks. Full
and JNin time positions available.
Excellent starling salaries and
benefits which include tuition
reinbursement and a differential
schedule of a•, percent for
evenmgs. and 11•, percent for

=--

FURNISHED,

5200
~\!~~i·ty2 ='~op: ~~ 83537Bf90
·

::r':t~· Carbonda~~:.

~9-3000
L...:L-..:._ _ _ _ _ _ __.1 '!'!~ 8~~~~:ai:.'"A~:'e~~~
2-Bf:DROOM, 12x60 BETWEEN
Carbondale and Murrhysboro.
!::.r~~~d. clean, f1Uie , ::.S~~
12x60 2 BEDROOM. central air,
pets.
3446Bc87

S:~: S::~i::C.~~~- No

neetJ .

;H··
011iili~·s:

Rt. 51 North

...:.:·...

MOVE TO

-· _

Hospital 404 W.Main St. Carbondale. 549-0i21 ext. 175. Equal
Opportunity Employer. .BJ.o~

.. :.

......... Musthavca
car cn:1 phone.

I
•

~r~~!:.'~-~l.us ~ u~mr:.
f:ARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES
:>~o. 164. S90.oo-month plus t.,
utilities. Come by alter 4:~

6167 or -157·57-'9.

83237BL97C

HELP WANTED

~-~io!;::.~~R~M~~~I :!:en~

each. 437-4334.

PART TIME FEMALE Bar help.
Apply Plaza Lounge in ~oo.
~-!re!~ence net necessa~

available immediately, no
RobtDSOn Rentals, 549-2S33.
83451Bc87

12X60 TRAILER, NICELY fur·
nished. S90.oo-month p~us ~
utilities. Call Dave at. 4:.3·2081
morni~ or 549-0182 evem=Be87

X-RAY TECHNICIAN. SEEKING
individuals interested in part-bme
evenings or nights to wori in a and up-to-date X-Ray Depanment.

FEMALE 1\00MMATE NEEDED
to sublet Garden Park Apt.

working condttions and salary

NEW 121160 2 bedroom. furnished.
underpinned and AC. :'~lice
locataon. no pets. 457-7009. $160
~onthly.

:wli8Bc87

l!liTERESTED IN HORSES?
Lovely 2 bedroom next to horse
farm. $180.CI0,457-7697 af~~
CARBONDALE. 2 BEDROOM
Hx7o. Washer, <Jryer. un-

~~~n~~~'ife:'~~- ~1~~

c l!liE AND TWO bedroom trailers

close to campus. call ;;49-3&18 or
mquire 501 S. MaraoiL 83&28Bdl8

ONE PERSON NEEDS 2 more for

83420Be87

:f:i1~~;t ~~~b\': re'r!~e~
~~~~· ~~~ ~~:t

:.::~c~~~~-=telyiJN~
ONt:

FEIIIIALE

St. Elizabeth's Hospital. 211 S.
l:JJ.d Street. Belleville ~

8

ROOMMATE

~0,:~~!:~~a~o~~'g'~r!J

"'-!ads Large pnvate room. Close
10 campus. Taate over contract and
~. utilities. 437-:C -!!.l
J.l678e87

\\'estCar~ICI-~~-Be87 I
,
-.
~

........

..-....... ......

Glrl•wantotl for
Counter Help
Must have phone.

.I :c.....,._.m-. ...·:

ROOMMATE T,O SHARE large
apartment. '1 utilities anll terM. '
~·······---

457-7'"

Apply in penon ot
c:..-•a-ABORTIO:Ii-FINESf !\IEDICAL
ro._
care. Immediate appointments.
3
1
1
88J'rtoM~
.__
_s.._
...
•_n_
......
___
A_
.
_._
.
...
I
f~'i~e:;nr-~=:
_
_
1
YMCA
.. h··~· •
NEEDJ-:D: C:\RBONDALE.I;·
Baton instructor imMoatll
medtately. Call549-5359. B34i8C87
·HOlliS

-~~

PARTS
AND
SERVICES

PART-TIME_ SECRETARY f'lr
typing.
dtctatton
and

·--.=··
....

bc.ndale.

COVER"S

:r.':r~~~~~~- t~~Ylii~~i~tt~ra~~
J:i35C90

Rt. 51 North
549 3000

\JPHOLSTER'II.

~~ ~!'r:Teteufi~ ~.nit,n:n:
1

POSJTION AVAILABLE.
RESEARCHER with the School ol
Medtcine. Carbondale. 50 percent

~~;r!~ ~ilt:~ ~:;,u~u~::·i3~
:::~he~JP~i~!~:!e r::~Jth::~dex~
pertise

in

r~~fJ!~'!!!ri~

microcomputer
a::

in~!~~ro:~~

~~~r~b~~~~~Va~~~~~li i~eh::'oh~

mensurate with education and
experience. Submit a letter of

~ff~i:t'~ie;!~e ~:d1a~~~~:~

FekMry 8. 19110 to: Office of the

1

supplies ava~ble. Call529-1052.
B:i286EIIJIC

1- - - - - - - - - - - - •

:::::=

To help you through this experience we give you complete counseling of any
durotion before and after
the procedure.

CALL US

....__wee-."
c.11 Collect ·n._M1-tHs
Orfollfr. .

~::tfe':e~
~;!~ ~~~
J~•i:~;;;as 1.._ _ _..._127-tlll
Illinois
Universit)
at Carbondale
_ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

11

an Equal Opportunity Affirmative
Action EmPloyer.
83334C8i

sr AFF

POSITION. Olinois South
Project. Collectively run 11ublic
interest orgamzalton. S9.500

BECOME A BARTENDER.
Classes taught by professionals at
a Carbondale Njlit spot. Call_ the
~~~on Sch of r~~~'f:

issues. Fundraising. iOI N. Park.
Herrin. 62!t48. 16181942-d613 .
3566C91

RAC<.'OON VALLEY; 1st mo. rent

=~:·\ s:~ ~'u:r:l·Jro~-~

~ran-

~~'m~f:'~:.~!'l. ~u:i~i~h:ton~~

=·

635 East
Walnut

New Zenith Calor $25.00
monthly. Block & White
$15.00 monthly. free
Maintenance. Free Delivery.

1_ _a;JI;i;;~;;-~-,·~
II

IL-----------...I !~:%!h ~~ci'~"'dev~~c:::.~
S.9-3000

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE M.H.P.•
carbondale. Expanding, Excellent
facilities. Free n.onth's rent. Small
pl!ts OK. 549-7513.
3249BL!J7

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR a
modern 3 bedroom home,
::.i.lable now. call157-8235
~B~

will

F.REE

457-Mtl
H.J. !tchauwecker
Insurance

=~i~:p~rf~~~ ~~ ~e~~~~j

University. School of Medicine,

remodeled,

HELP

You with all your
insurance needs!
• auto
• renters
• mobile homes

t;;;;;,l::!!~ J:':!~.~~Is:J.o

FREE BUS

I WANT TO

must have ACT-FFS on file at
Student Work Office. Phone
Psychology 536-2301. Ext.:k.IC'90

ONE
share
12x65
trailer. MALE
SilO per TO
month.
4 utilities.
Joe 549-3116.
331r.Be87
ROOMMATE WANTED NOW
through summer. Own room.

gs.
83449Bc:86

B3022E91C

12:':t.tyg:~~~:k~~.~~':s I,..-~~~~~!!!!""'!!!!!""!!!!"""-..

~~mft~:: :;~ b~~~!.o.:~es:~i~~ MoWle Home Lots ~iif~~~-I>ea3o~:=:.t~oo: /,<rt':oTs
Forest. M9-4062from 6 to8:Sg~Be88

n:RY NICE. CLEAN. 12x60. S175
month. 1 mile from camlus.

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR ·
fo'inest quali'~. craftsmanship with
over 30 year·s experience to serve

r.~~: :JJ'~~~~;e~i'thrym~~~i~

¥;~~.'!r
r:~~~~~xanne
3425Bc9l
·-----

c':::..

SIRVIQS
OPFERID

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
Student Workers: Begin nov:: 1

~We';~-J~r month~S:OO

PRIVATE
ROOM.
CARBONI>ALE. in apartment for
students. Can do own cooking. TV
7352.

I

includes utilities. 549-1783.
3493Be88

3551Bc:96

~':ro::t !:ifa~!.,~t:t:J:..~

WO!\IEN'
JOBS'
Expeditions!
e'tperience.
Good pav. Summer. Career.
Nahonw1di!. Worldwide' ~d $4.95
for application-info-referrals to
Cruiseworld 113. Box 60129.
Sacramento. CA 95860.
3233

~r,!~rr~~~p~~&:~-::r~

HUGE 2·BEDROOM. 701114. clean.
1 carpeted. mcely furnished.

plus utllltl... In vorlous
locotlans. Sft. 1U6
from . .m-Jpm.

ME~~

Cruiseships~ Sailing
~aaling camps. No

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

CARBONDALE TWO BEDROOM.
Sublease 12x60. large living room.
waler and trash patd. Free bus to
campus. 457·2680.
3569bl:87

1....rl2 ........ trallen

3546Bb92

FE\\IALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
immediately to share 2 bedroom
trailer. $9ll month. 1, utilities. 5292794
3497Be88

NICE. 2-BEDROOM. I mile foom
~:~t available im=~~

ancluded $260.00 mo. 2 bedroom
trailer S150.00 mo. M9-7180 after

34798e88

LARGE OWN ROOM, carpeted,
for quiel c:rson. $105.00. very
~~t~e~~- close to ~~a8

CHUCK RENTALS
549-3374

~=~:i~:!.~"!~tlrOl~ h==~h:i~

350iBtl80

~:~~.os:roagr::.~: s•·~~.:

$100-$180 per month

CRAB ORCHARD ESTATES. 3

:::EAR CEDAR LAKE, S..acres, 3bedrooms. pay CIPS only. set up

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO Share

plus uttlities. 529-1264.

tJ!~~~u!.i~;~~-~~~:;;~m.

:.:oo.

PLEASE RENT ME! Two
bedrooms. need someone, SilO
monthly. 3 blocks campus and
town. 324 W. Walnut, anytime.
3480Be93

83538Bc92

BJ.I!H~I>87

Fi·:B Rt-:NT FREE. CozyCountry
('olta~ 3 mi. S. ol Sill. furmsheil
for sangle, pel. water. trash. also
trailer. rent $125. 457-6167, 457·
5i-19.
I:I3517BbiiJ.I

687:.-.fae87

Apply in per~on

810-MED TECH
An exc•llent opportunity is
currently avoilable to o recent
groduote or on experienced
Bio-Med Tech. You'll enjoy the
benefits of a multi-hosp1tol
orgonizqtion thor ollaws you to
advance professionally.
In addition to on excellent
salory. tuition reimbursement,
and a competitive benefit
package. you'll enjoy on outstanding continuing educotion
program.
Please send your resume in
complete confidence to:

Sf. MART'S HOSPITAL
Attn:~D&J

lwiMII

111 Sprl. . Stnet
l..._tor,IL 6UM

LOOK

totheD.E.
Classlflecl
sectlonfor

I

·~·
......... I
results.
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Clash expbive.,
innovative in albtun

SERVICES
OFFERED

•London
PREGNANT
Fr- confidential assistance
and pregnancy te!<ting.
2-7 pm Mon-Fri
9-1 Sot.
RFMODELLING,

Collin~'

ICoatiaaell 1111111 PagP Z&l

call aiRTHRIGHT
ANTIQUES

ROOFING,

ANTIQUES,
HANDICRAFTS.
NOSTALGIA. Shop the little shops
vou disc:nvered at Christmas.

~fc~.~~a~~1n\t;~~~::'~t

~:!'lt~~ ~::i~iT: :~:r ~t':::"o'~~

RHome Improvement ~l2EUl&C

munications
Cbautauqua.

Building

on

3314UI8

A Iterations-Drapes
above Atwood Dru~.s

RIDERS WANTED

downtown. Ope!'l Feb.
Mon-Fri
Sat 1-3
JOam-2pm Closed Wed.

BUS SERVICE TO C~ago and
suburbs. Next run Feb. 8-11. $39.7:;

~~J~•s!ti~r~:e: ~~
Dlinois in Bookworld Book...tore.

WANTED

549-0177.

338SP92

']ailbirll' looks at jltlltre

Bombs" is a dance song with a
heavv social message. Have
you ever danced to such lyrics
as: "Back home tht buses went
up in Dashes, The Irish tomb
was drenched in blood. Spanish
bombs shatter the hotels. My
senurita 's rose was nipped in
the bud?" You will- when
hearing this song.
"Lost in the St•pennarket"
may be The Clash's JPdSt
meaningful tune to date. Jones
lends a Keith Richards-like
vocal to the tragic: story of a
depressing personality crisis.
··1 wasn't bom itS much as I fell
out, Nobody seemed to notice
me, We had a hedge back home
in the suburbs, Over which I
never could see·• is just an
example of the superior
songwriting of Jones and

over to the people in a nonviolent revolution. More corporations. high-finance crooks
and oil-producing nations
swallow· it up instead.
illustrating Vonnegut's theory
that the federal government is
incapable of operating for the
benefit of the people.
An added feature is the appearance of Kilgore Trout, the
philosoph-ice! science-fiction
writer familiar in many of
Vonnegut's novels. Trout was
convicted of treason during the
Korean War. Starbuck meets
him in prison.
"Jailbird" is fast-paced,
entertaining and worthwhile.
The seemingly irrelevant
digressions always return to the

plot. \'onnegut's humorous. but
sardonic. message is lhat
America just won't work in the
'981fs.
E~DOR!'ES

BROOKE

AN-

DERSON
BOSTON cAPl - Fonner
Sen. Edward W. Brooke has
endorsed Rep. John B. Anderson for the Republiciin
presidential nomination. calling
him the only true moderate
amon~t the GOP contenders.
"It's fashionable t., be a
moderate these dP.ys, but
there's only one moderate in
this campaign," said Brooke.
pointing to the Illinois
congressman joining him for a
news conference.

Strummer.
~~D: Stringed doubt;_. ~j

7

Although side tws contains
the most superior <"fferin@~. the
rest of "London calling" is an
excellent b!4-nd of upbeat jazzy
numbers I "Jimmy Jazz" and
"Wrong 'Em Boyo"l, straightahead rock 1"Hateful'" and the
title ~- 'lCk l and solid reggae.

~~v;:~~~~:S· rr:~s~fl~~

Coffeehouse. calf:s7-8165 between

9 and 3.

835641-'92

Auto.. Trucks
Junkers. and Wrecks
SELL NOW

for Top Dol lor

Raadd

Karstens
N. New Era

Go on and "DUET"
Audition for the All
Campus Talent
Show.

c~nbandale

457-6319

4t51..0421

,¥,~~~~~~~~~~~

LOST

Although The Clash sounds
slick and polished on "London
Calling,·· it hasn't compromised
its integrity a bit. There are
potential hit singles on this
album that sound truly innovative and appealing. but
you'll never hear much of them
on AM radio.

Pandamonium,
Wild and crazy time
ll night long. Join th
rothers and littl
isters of Phi Sigm

SMALL IRISH SETTER. female.
red. brown collar. lost on Pleasant
KiU Rd .• answers to Lucy. c:all 5~
2658. RPward.
3519G88

appa Friday 9 p.m.,

03
Small
Groi4
ousing. For a ride o
information cal
453-2205

MA~·s GOLD BRACELET. large
open link at Hangar \1 Tuesday.
Jan. 29. reward. Call David al -457-

5080.

83539G88

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BEDWETTING.

We're not
Clown In'

BEDSOlLI!IIG

~!}~~ft.~S~en~~~nr::in~~::~

~IT.ment-~o chaw~:,~
DEPRESSION--MARRIAGE-·
YOl'TH
and
1-'amily--Cehebitational Problems-Counsehr.g--Center for Human

~~lupment--No

c:h~~~~

BRONZE YOl'R BUNS~ Daytma.
Ft. Lauderdale. Pattre. We have it.
Group trips. reservations. we offer
more than aavone else. w1th

~:ia~~~~:'Jn~B~
83464J87

THE CENTER FOR Basic: Skills

:!~s':C::. aJ~ ~i:~r~it~~

I

students. Fell. 4-8, 1980 ( 10:0011:00 a.m.l Corne to tbe CBS I
Reading Lab-Woody HaU C-16. No
sip-up nec:e55ary.
_ 83!•t~87

.Put your love in print
With a Daily Egyptitln. Class~fied Love Ad

!

Get away to the

I

lhervlaw Hot8l I
Golconda. IL

Home cooking_ at
Ma Barker's Diner

,

683-3001

Signature _____________________
Name ________________

I

Relax by the Ohio River
12.66 smgle

Deaclllne1:11 p.m. Tu.....y, Feltruary 12 for,
pultllcatlon feb. 14. 1tll (NO FOREIGN •.ANGUAGE)

I

14.80 double

j

Address & Phone-------

I..'UM~UIANS----GUYSI

ASJ>IHI!'Ii(.i
n' gals intt~led in !ormmg club,

~aJrJ~aft'::-:'pw~i-t~~~~~tal. /

1-0PERCE~..-Torr Clothi

3523J88'

to

snil

Ru~y Spur.,

students. mention .:d.
•• m1le west of 1-57. Marion.

You'll find It
In the
D.E. Classlflecll

B3$55J91J
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3 LINES

FOR $1.50
lust fill In the form
clip ancl mall with
$1.50tothe
Dally Egyptian
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ACROSS
I \ApiiCtty
s P'lOI Shot
10 Flunk
14 ll'lild goal
15 Mov1e award
16 Gtrrs name
17 Mtneo-al
source
18 2nd IOOIM

20 Engr22 Ulce; Suffix

53 Vehicle

54 Flits

sa or ctta"'dd!S
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Anxeety
Portent
Hrt hard
.AI111mo. e.g.
SluSh
Silent: Mus.
Cliques

DOWN
1 Margins

23 Alullan

2 Death notiCe

24 Enamel
26 TNM
27 Rl!iuM •
30 Metal work-

3 Russian r111er
4 I~HI model
5 Apr. and
Aug.

ers
34 Land m-

37Topactor
38 Upper CfUl>t
~ Harass
41HeM

&Lustrous
7 Sparing
8 Goaloe's feat
9 Before
IOHadacolt
11 "I cannot tell
- -"
12 Arctic abode

~

~~ ::!s

35 P 36 Length unit

::,:tem
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29 Eire county
30 Soggy
31 Man's name
32 Hawley or

Arcaro
33 Sleighs

35

I

•••
0' A T I .

A I

T

47 Buccaneer
49 Of criiZ'eS
SO SchOol do
51 Hall: Prefix
52 Firushed
53 Stupor

~~ ~~'::-'

45 Kinds
47 BiHboards

21 Atlhcl
25 Catalogued

48 Total

26 Shipworms

39 French !lower
allOwance
~ Draws in
57 Otscerns
42 ASSIStants
59 Aelattng to:

49 Niggard

27 Records
28 Bar legally

46 Dog

50 Call up

44 EmplOyed

Suffix
60 Permit

corner

WaU cand Main
Phone 457-3515
-HOURS3-9 p.m. Mon-Thurs
3-10 p.m. Fnday
1l o.m.-10 p.m. Soturdoy

11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday

West Roads

11

The ALL IN ONE Store"

Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529·1221

SALE GOOD 2/1-2/3

DRIVE-UP SERVICE.

t; GILBEY'S
GIN

$3'!ml

HEAVEN
HILL
VODKA

BUSCH
12pk 12oz. cons

$3''
. . - -~--- OLY

''\-; ----- -·- .- ·-· ----·~

f! I01-YM~!

i'~t .ri.~'
·~

Being a Marine aHicer requires mony things. totol
responsibility. Ability to give 100% to every
challenge-every time. Above all, leadership; the
single most critical skill sought after by on em.
ployer··militory or civilian. -If you have the potential. desire, toughness and determination, we con
make you o leader. Not ;ust while you're a Marine
officer bu~ for the rest of your life. See your Morine
Corps Programs Representatives in the Student
Center at the River Rooms, Feb. S..7 from 8 o.m. to
p.m. or call (31 .. )263-581 .. collect.

The Few. Tile Pllud.TIIe Mlrines.

--!_ - - - - / - - -

·2~tl

EARLY
TIMES

·...

12pk 12oz. cans

s

3

7.,

·s~!rl

CALifORNIA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

$1!!1
RIUNITE
$249

LAMIRUSCO
II A NCO
ROSATO
750ml
. .•• ~~-~~_Egyptian, february 1. 1980. Page 23

..

Valentine Special

-·~~\7·'~::;~~·~

..

J•n. 27 thru Felt. 14

First Penn R. .ular Price
Seconcl Penn Half Price

HOURS

Mon- Sat II am- IOpm
Sun 4pm-10pm
717 S. llfinoos
(ne11t to University
Cleaners)

Home of fresh
Tofu
Only S.SS/12 oz.

549-5031
Phone in advance lc.r
faster service

Specializing in preparing the finest in
Chinese carryout dishes. We have oil thE:
quality of a high-priced restaurant wl. . . .t

...............

M~nabers of tile Ca..._..le hllH FrietMis are
lfrona ~) Terry Diven. vec:als alld pitar:
i\larll stdniclki. vecals aod lead pilar: Pave
R~id. drunas: aiMI Cllarlie Ryan, bliss. IZ-strinl
alld laanneaica. SiDce ils f•ma&iea almest a

All menu entries under $4.00. Choose from a
wide selection of chicken, pork. beef,
shrimp and,_....... dishes.

year ago. Friends us ...,__~ Ia Carbandale
ltars. the St•dent Center, Cambria and
Mart.a. Slebniclki said tile band's goal is 10
''iaterjed oar 8Wil creative et~ergy" into their
. . . ic:.

Band concentrates on rtnique sortnd
By Karen Clare
:s~-

~-pj1
CReview

Edi. .

Friends, like most collegetown bands. has hopes of
!>Umeday making it big. But for
now. the group seems to be
satisfied and optimistic when
talking about their plans for the

guitar; Charlie Ryan, bass, 12string and harmonica; and
Dave Reid on drums.
Fnends is rich in musical
talent and all of the band
members have experience in
bands. Originally, Stebnicki and
Divers were an acoustic duo for
four years, doing gigs in
Chicago and Carbondale. Some
might remember hearing them
play at the Shawnee Jam in
1917.
Ba.c;s player Ryan can boast of
doing gigs with bl~ legend
Junior Wells and shows in
Chicago anJ its suburbs.
Reid bas playt'U with two
Carbondale-based bands. The
Vegetables and Stvmie. He
ph!os to graduate this spring
from SIU-C with a degree in

future.

··we're trying to concenia-sta
on a unique style." said Mark
Stebnicki. vocalist, le~od guitar
player and a founding member
of the group.
Stebnicki said the band's goal
is to make themselves
marketable. to "interject our
own creative energy" into their
music. They have composed
many songs and it adds an extra
diw<>nsion to their sets.
···we can't make any money
playing other people s music,"
Stebnicki. 25. said.
The band. which has been
playing together for almo:st _a
year, is composed of Stebmckt;
Terry Divers, vocals and

.4
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Ma.Thun
11-12
Fri-S.t1..1
Sun1·11
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The group's se~s im:h;de.
songs by The Eagles. Dan
Fogelberg. Crosby. Stills. Nash
and Younll and America.

~
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+ $1.50 Pitchers
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A T.V. Special Presentation
The Story of

CONVENIENCE

u

music merchandising.
Since its formation. Friends
has perft~nned in local bars
around town and in Cambria
and Marion. The group recently
performed at the Student
('.enter. They s.1id they enjoyed
playing in the Student Center
because it gave them a feel of
what it is like to play in a concert-type situation.
Friends has been influenced
by a wide variety of recording
artists. Stebnicki is tt Beach ·
Boys fan. Divers was influenced
by the music of Paul Simon, and
Ryan by the Beatles.
Reid's favorite is The ~ ho.
He said he wa inspired by
drummer Keith Moon and he
used to play along with him
while listening to The Who
albums in high school.

3.59
1.75

Cit

Ill
Ill

n...

-z
0

1.39
Blatz • pll cons r••· or ll•ht
3.39
Popov Vodka 1se ML
3.39
Bellows Gin 7H ML
Walker Flavorecl Brancly 7H ML 4.19
Bourl:ton Delu•• Whl.key 751 ML 3.49
Walker All Flavorecl Brandies
7SIMI
4.1.
Gilbey's Rum OT
4.59
5.39
Cora Astl Spumante 7!1 ML
J ••.,..,
»751 ML ·
1."
11%oH Ill
All Greek Win. .
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(Rodltls. .,_tlce, R~Whlte, SentD Hal.....
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"The New.Generation"
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The generation ttlat has experienced
everything from drugs to violence,
from campus riots to campus apathy.
from success to suicide.
Tells its story!
A generation that has found purpose and
meaning through the love of Jesus Christ.
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CONVENIENCE
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(after Don Kirshner Rock Concert)

i'

GRecords
'The Beat' rates as a good one

~Y K•~ 'lacGarr!gle
starr W':it•r

Collins must have studied hisU.S .. Rock H1story while
Amer_Jcan Bandstand has growmg up. because The Beat
somethmg called . Rate-a- evoke sound images of two
Record. A couple of ~~g~ school American bands of the late '60s.
k1ds and the1r steady s ~lstt-n. to Paul Revere and the Raiders
half a song then _rate 1t. . D1~k an~ the Young Rasc~ls - at
Clark s~ows up. st1cks a m1ke m the1r dangerous sounding b<!st.
one kids face and says. "You
gave that one an 8.')! I'd like to
A more recent companson
know whv!"
could be drawn with The Knack.
"Duhhh
it's got a good beat The sounds are similar·. both
· · ...
d
·
and 1t s easy to ~nee to.
are very accessable. with
Good beat. huh .
catch~ I)Tics and hooks. The
A good beat is supplied by !~~~~'ie:sm?~:u~!~~i~!u~d~
THE Beat. a 4-man band wh1ch though. than Doug Fieger and
has recorded a debut !Jlbum, the boys. The Knack. despite
"The Beat." which io; so goodthe hype, is a good rock band.
it's not even funny.
The Beat is The Knack without
The Beat is fronted by Paul a big record comoany push.
"Rock and Roll Girl" rapidly
Collins. who wrote or co-wrote
every Beat SO!Ig. He also sings opens Side A. Collins says that
lead.
it's not easy meeting girls these

davs. A diSco'? A single's bar"
The phone'? "I wish there was
an easier way to meet the girls
of today 1 really want to talk
but what.can 1 sa ., 1 want to be
with a rock and ~oil irl "
The song l'{etting s!me. radio
DB ·
P.1ay on WT AO an d WI
. . ,,ts.
Let 1\te Into ~our L!fe, a
roc~OIIIy num . r penne.l oy
Colhns ~nd Eddie Money. On
the Spec1al Thanks Dept. on the
album sleeve. The Beat thank
Mon~ because "without you we
job~ouiE~t ~here now." Good
Thesew~~Ys have a bright
future if people start buying
their album. Bargain bins don't
ma:.e for big sales. club dates.
or second albums.
Rate this baby 100. kid. Go
pick up your parting gifts. Now
get outta here and get The Bead

'No Nukes' full of faith, dedication
By Craig DeVrie1e
Staff Writer

"No Nukes" is a surpnsingly
good live album that .:annt>t be
judgP.d in an ordinary fash.ou.
Putting t~ether a project the
magnitude of the five-night,
multi-artist concert recorded on
this album was no small ac"
comrlishment. Capturing on
viny the faith and dedication
that pulled the concert together
is an e~en greater ac-

~it~1!i':r~tl~ ~~: :~::~:

From James Tavlor and
Carly Simon's soanug cover of
Dylan's "The Times They Are
A-Changin' " to the Doobie
Brothers' hot rendition of
''Takin' It to the Streets," the
three-record set delivers a
wa:m. optimistic spirit of hope
throughout.
1 he record, the concert and a
forthcoming movie are the
rf'.rult of the combined effort of
Musicians United for Safe

;~~~ci~:r a :~r~~sf~~~
proceeds from all three are to
go toward fighting nuclear
er.ergy.
Two anti-nuclear songs

~~:cr!.~.rs~ ~~=

:;:

fectively delivers a chilling tale
of nuclear destruction in "We
Almost Lost Detroit." And
Jackson Browne turns in a
beautiful version of "Before the
Deluge," fueled by Craig
Deorge's work on the synthesizer.
The entire project has been
rompared to Woodstock. an
analogy that is faarly appropriate. Aside from Taylclr

and Simon's "The Times They
Are A-Changin'," there are
numerous
instances
reminiscent of the 1960s.
Crosby. · Stills and Nash come
through with sincere. heartfelt
versions of "Long Time Gone''
and "Teach Your Children."
Jesse Colin-Young does . a
spirited
cover
of
tne
Youngbloods• "Get Together."
Other highlights i11clude:
-Bruce Springstet·n and the
E-Street Band's monster
med!eyofoldrock 'n' roll tunes.
If someone could find a way to
harness the energy "the Boss"
lticks out in concert there would
be no need for nuclear power.
-Tom
Petty's
torchy
adaptation of Burl\.~ Rus.'!el's
"Cry To Me." P~lty sings L.ltis
so soulfully that it brings
Ronnie Van Zant to mind.
-Nicolette Larson. aided by
the Doobies, finally doing
justice to Neil Young's "Lotta
Love."
-Ry Cooder's bouncy calypso
versioo of "Little Sister."
-James Taylor's contribution
of his finest song, ...Captain
Jina's Drunken Dream." Not to
mt!:'ltion he and wife early's
funh soulful "Mockingbird."
-Graham
Nash's
magnificent
version
of
"CaL'ledral."
-Jackson
Browne's
chillingly understated rendition
of the old folk ballad "Crow on
the Cradle."
-The contributions of L.A.
session-men Doerge, David
Lindley, Russ Kunkel. Joe Lala,
Ri~ Marotta and [)oq Grolnick
tllrougbout the album.

Available at

-The whole congregation
turning out for the album's
~inale. "Takin' It to the
Streets." making it an unlikely,
out appropriate anthem for the
anti-nuke movement. Lines like
"You. tellin' me the things
you're gonna do for me." "I
ain't blind." and "I don't like
what I think I see." suddenly
have a meaningful context.
The performances on "No
Nukes" are inspired and inspiring. A line from Browne's
prescient "Before the Deluge"
<written in 19741, takes on new
meaning. Browne sings, ''Let
the music keep our spirits
high." Six years later. he and
the entire DCHlukes delegation
prove that music can do that
and much more.

Most·aars
and
Liquor

Stores
M~Ba.wn

Cocktails
by.-the-Book.

Transfer students
to visit on Feb.9
SIU-C admissions officials
will roll out the welcome mat
Saturday,
Feb.
9,
for
prospective transfer students
from two- and four-year
colleges during the University's
annual Transfer Guest Day.
The event is aimed at
acquainting
prospective
transfer students with the
University's facilities,
academic programs, extracurricular activities, and
admissions
and
housing
policies.
Eligible students will be able
to apply for on-the-spot admissions.
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By llnivenity News Service

•

AIJY 1 pizza at ttote regular menu p~•ce get the nel(t smaller size with the same
number of toppings FREE.

• 9frj1iJ
I

1700 W. Main St.
549.. 7323
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Metheny's jazz, rock tunes sttperb
Kar--:o Gullo

Staff \\'r;&l'r
One ot the most refreshing
guitarists to come along m
years is Pat Metheny. His style
is unique: his sound is a
naturalistic blend of jazz and
rock.
:\lethenv fans won't be
disappointed with his latest
album. "Am'!rican Garage."
Although it isn't as exciting as
some of his earlier efforts.
C''The Pat Metheny Group," in
particularl, th€ album still
offers a superb collection of
origir.al tunes.
Thert.• is much II• bt> !'aid for
membt>n: of The Pat :\lethenv
Group All the songs <ln
"Amerkan Garage'· are
wriHen l>v :\li:iil<:>\ and
keyboard player Lvle :\Ia~: b·1t
the success of the album is
due to the t•fforts of all the
musicians Bas!> player Mark
Egan and drumm""r Dan Gottlieb accompany the sometimes
complex and irrPgular guitar

work of Methenv with ease and
finesse. Mays is an amazing
musician. His jazz riffs and
keyboard l'Oh> are some of the
album's hi!!' !)Oints.
.
The songs on "Amer1can
Garage" tend to wander.
1\lethf:'tly's music runs. skips.
and walks. It tak('S you up. then
down and runs circles around
you. The songs are full of
climactic highs and subdued
lows. You never know what to
expect, but that's a part of
Metheny's comprehenstve yet
u nobt rusi ve technique.
(:~nerally, the album contains
more rock than jazz. but the
material is blended well.
The first tune. "Cross the
Ht>artland," starts out like a
ringing hell. The song has a
gradual effect. but each
segment of it sounds like a
wparate song. The piano and
C)''llbals produce a ring which
pel'Sists throu~hout the song.
blending well with Metheny's
ha;monious guitar work. The

song has a slight pop sound to it.
but it's more soft rock than
anything else.
The next song, "Airstream."
is a soft melodious tune with
pleasant chord proges!!;ions.
Some lines are repeated andrerepeated, however. which
makes i~ a little less interestng
lil.m the rest of the album.
The most notable aspect of
the next song, "The Search," is
the work of Mavs on the
Oberheim synthesizer and
autoharp. The melody is smooth
and simple: the incorporation of
the different keyboard sounds
produces individwl textures of
sound.
The second side of "American
Garage" has a powerful
beginnning. ·rhe album·s bt>st
song is the dtle track and it's a
foot-tapping. hand-clappiug
tune. It has a fresh and invigorating sound as Metheny
rocks out. His enthusiastic style
charges this song with excitement and humor.

SEE THE SYCAMORES I
Student tickets for Saturday
night's basketball game with
Indiana State are now on
sale at the SIU Athletic Ticket
Office. Only SOt with a
paid ~ee st.:~tement. ·
Student Tldlets for ned Thunclay's
game w/Lewls Lloyclancl Dralcego on sale
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Coach says netters must 'shape up'
By Ed O.gherty

1..0 ::ecord up against three
tou~h
rivals:
Indiana
University. Southwest Missouri
Baptist College and the
l!niversity of Illinois.
"We are looking for a good
match from all the t..ams. •·
LeFevre said. "We don't know a
lot about Southwest Missouri.
but I'm sure they have a good
team."
"Indiana probably will tlf' our
toughest opponent." LeFevre
said, "and I'm sure Illinois will
be much tougher this time •·
SIU defeated Illinois. 7-2. iast
Friday ~t tllf! Court (sub.

Staff Writer

Looking for improved play
from sophomores Lito Ampon
and Steve Smith. tennis Coach
Dick LeFevre will take his team
to French Lick, Ind., Saturday
~~~a:~::!t for the Sheraton
"Ampon and Smith havE! had
trouble getting in shape so far
this year," LeFevre said.
·'They were going to work on
their games over break. but
were unable to because of inclement weather."
LeFevre's team will take its

LeFevre plans no changes_ in
his lineup. even though Br1an
Stanley is nursing a sore
shoulder and a pulled leg
muscle.
David Filer will be SIU • No. I
man; Jeff Edwards, No.2: Lito
Ampor>., No. 3; John Greif, No.
4; Steve · •ith, No. 5; and "Sric
E~rhardt, ~o.

6.

Wr?stle,.. host
Rlinois Sintf.

Gymnnsts entertain Dlinois

Following a one-week layoff,
the SIU wrestling team returns
to action when it entertain
Illinois State in a dual meet at
7:30p.m. Friday at the Arena.
The Salukis, 2-S in dual met>ts,
downed the Redbirds last year
in Normal, 28-11.
The squad bas been hampered by the loss of Bill Atteeen
and Steve Byrne, wbo quit the
team during Christmas break.
Leading the team now in dual
meet competition is Gus Kaliai,
a freshman from Barberton,
Ohio. The 150-pounder is 4-2 this
year in dual meets and is the
overall leader in wins with a 169 record. Eric .JonP.s, 153
pounds, and Tim Dillick. 126
pounds. each are 3-3.
Saluki Coach Linn Long
recorded his tooth carc!er dual
meet victory last week when the
team took a forfeit from
Evansville.
Friday will be one of only two
chances remaining this year to
see the wrestlers. The final
home meet of the year will be
?eb 9 at 2 p.m. against Southwest Missouri State.

second. Fleischman fifth,
Erickson sixth, Harrington.
loth, Painton 26th and Charpentier 27th.
Painton and Fleischman also
have captured stale championships in the all-around,
Painton last year <md Fleisch·
mnn in 1978.
Illinois comes to Carbondale
with an average team score in
the 1305.
In
defeatinl!
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1'he scoring will be Cf'itGucted
bv flights. The memb(rs of each
night wiil play each other in a
round robin matt h. When all the
matches have bo.en played, a
winner will be determined by
the total number of victories.

Wisconsin, Indiana State and
Missouri, Illinois recorded
scores of 137.4,13-~.~ &nd 130.15.
Saturday's lS the f;rst of a
three meet hom~· stretch for the
Salukis. On Feb. 10. SIU hosts
perennial gymnastics power
Penn Stale. The following
Saturday, Feb. 16, Ohio State
will be at the Arena. At both
meets, the men's and women·co
teams will compete simultaneously.

Hodges serious about SIU
fC•Iill•ed froaa

tn-mer.doos
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rressure
has
ball

kept

us in a lot o
~ames.
"The experience helps in the
clutch," he added.
Hodges said Saluki seniors
Barry Smith and Wayne
Abrams, who provide most of
SIU's experience, would give
the Sycamores the most
trouble.
"Wayne Abrams has a•ways
been a problem for us." he said.
"He has the potential to carry
the game.

"Barry Smith always has
played well against us. also."
Hodges said. "He's no: doing
anything new we don·~ already
know he can do."
The game will be the Salukis'
second in three days, while ISU
will have a week's rest gohtg
into aJe contest. "We neederj the
rest," Hodges said. "W€· bad
three tough, close games last
week.
"In this case, the rest will
help us.'' he said. "We play four
games in nine days."
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Braves hang on to nip Salukis·hy two
Bv Mark Pabich
Siaff Writer
The Saluki basketball team
suffered a last-second 54H8
heartl:JrNk loss to Missouri
Valley leader Bradley Thursdav night at the Arena.
The score, whkh volleyed
back and forth in thP second
half, was tied 48-48 by Wayne
Abrams on a free throw with 30
seconds showing on the clock.
The last half-minute which
followed Abrams' free throw.
was filled with fouls, free
throws, and a free-iGr-all which
almost erupted after a heate..t
debate concerning th·e time left
on the clock.
Compton Hinds committed a
rebounding foul which sent the
Braves' Mitchell Anderson to

the line with 28 seconds left. The an extra two seconds.
The last-second 35-foot shot
s.>phomore. who finished the
game with 18 points, sunk both by Russ failed. dropping the
Salukis'
record to 1-7 in the
his attempts. giving Bradley a
Vall~y.
twt> point edge, 54H8
The Salukis lost the ball. and
P.radley, now 8-1 in tht: con·
a big chance to tie the game fer>'!nce. was paced by Ar.with nine se<1Xlds lert. when a derson's 18-point. eight rl'bound
Scott Russ pa.'IS was missed and performance. Two other Brav•~
the ball rolled out of bounds. scored in double r:gures. Donald
SJll's Charles Moore thPn Reese connected for 15 artd
committed a foul, a(r;ain sending David ThirdKill added 11.
the Braves, who were in the
Three Salukis also scored in
bonus situation, to the free
double
figures.
Besides
throw line.
Anderson missed his first trv Abrams' 10. Barry Smith hacl I 1
and the Salukis rebounded and
immediately callt-d for a time- ~~~c~hca:~e; i~~~e~'o~!f~~lf~
SIU will play the V~lley's
out. The clock however. failed
to stop on time and wound down second-place Indiana State
to 3 seconds. A discussion by the Sycamores Saturday night at
coaches and officials ~ave sm the Arena.

Hodges not taking Salukis light(,·
By Ma~ Pabich
Staff Writer
lndi:ma State basketball
Head Coacn Bill HodgE'S, whoe.e
Sycamores boast an impressive
11-!> TPr"or<t
isn't takinfit
Saturday's game against the
Salukis li,htly. Despite sn:·s
last-place standing in the
Missouri Valley Conference a.nd
JSU's second-place slot. Hodges
said the game would be a tough
test for his dub.
"The Salu&is beat Tulsa by
one poirlt in regulation tinle,"
Hodges said. "We just got by
Tulsa in overtime.
"Any team which does that.
we'll have to look out for," he
continued. "Traditionally, the

game has been a close one."
Hodges said the game will be
5~ially important because it
is a conference game.
"Every game from here on
out will be .:rucial because the
Valley race is at stake," he
said. "Also. for our team.
winning on the road is one of the
keys to catching Bradley for
first place. Defeating Southern
on the road would be a big win."
Experience is the backbone of
the Sycamore attack. The only
starter missing from last
.;easorfs squad. which made it
tu the final four of the NCAA
tournament, is Larry Bird, who
nuv; makes his nest with t.'le
Boston Celtics of the NBA.

Leading ISU is senior guard
Carl !"'ickS
Nicks. who
averaged 19 points last season.
has come into his own this year.
scoring a blistering 'n.1 points
per game in Valley play.
"Carl does evervthin~ on the
court." Hodges s.iid. "He can
pass well. rebound, and score."
Senior Alex Gilbert adds 14.3
points per game and pulls down
nine rebounds. The 6-7 center is
joined by Brad l\lilt'y and Steve
Reed. both members of last
year's starting lineup.
"Experience. of course. has
to be a big factor in our favor,"
Hodges said. "The fact our
players have been through
l('. .tilllled . . Page Z11

Gymnasts renew rivalry with Dlini
Ry Rick lUaU
S&aHWriM!r
SIU versus Illinois. The
rivalry is equal to the USCUCLA 01' Red Sox-Yankees. SIV
athletes just don't like to lose to
Illinois teams, and the feeling is
the same in Champaign.
So at I p.m. Saturday, the
adrenalin will be flowing a lit!le
faster than normal because the
lady IIYJIInasls have a score to
11ettle when they entertain the
"bad gu,s" from the Big Ten.
In years past, JUinois was ju!lt
another stop on SIU's road to
the state championship. SIU
would defeat the Jllini, take the
state crown and go to nationals.
Until last year.
In their dual meet, the Salukis
defeated the lllini handily, 129117.50. But when it came time
for the state championship. the

Salukis lost for the first time
ever, 130.15-130.'l&, te none other
than the ladies from Illinois.
Afterward. SIU sent only Val
Painton to the nationals.
To add insult to injury, last
weekend at the Windy City
Invitational Illinois outscored
the Salukis, 130.55-128.75, to
take third place. SIU finishc~
fifth.
"We did aU right at Chica11o."
11linois Coach Beverly Mackes
sat :. downplaying the success
of the 1979-10 lllini squad.
Illinois entered the invitational
.with a 3-1 dual meet l't!CGI'd,
including a team score high of
137.4.
"I'd like to see us score a 133134 against SIU," Mackes ad~- 'I think we're capable of
SIU Coach Herb Vogel an-

ticipates much the same from
his 1-3 team in their initial 19110
Arena appearance.
"We could easily have scored
in the mid-1308 in Chicago,"
Vogel said. ''The difference in
our scores and Illinois' up to this
point really doesn't bother me
all that much."
SIV's top team score, 129.95,
came in the season opener
against Memphis State.
1be meet will match up six of
the top all-arounders in the
state. Illinois boasts seniors
Mary Charpentier and Gayle
Fleischman and freshman
Mimi Eberly; SIU has freshmen Pam Harrington and Lori
Erickson and sophomore
Painton.
Last week, Eberly placed
IC...Ia1M41 . . Pa-e Z1)

Lady cagers trat,el to ISU, Purdue
By David K-e
S&alf Writer
Last Saturda: night's 56-52
victory over the Indiana
University provided the Lady
Saluki basketball team with a
much-rw.eded boost, according
to Coach Cindy Scott. She hopes
the boost can spark her 1-12
team to wins this weekend at
Indiana State and Purdue.
With eight sames remaining
before the state tournament
begins, does Scott think the
team caa reach the .500 mark?
"I sure hope so," Scott said.
"We stiU have a few tough
best we've had to run up agatnst
-ames left, sucb as Missouri
4)

~4li

Scott hopes to employ against
both the Sycamores and Purdue
is full court pressure defense.
Scott thinks defensive pressure
could be especially effective
against Purdue.
"Purdue <2-101 has had a
pretty n:~t~gh season." she said.
"'lbey don't really have any
outstanding players and are
kind of slow. We're going to try
the 1-3-1 trap on both of tht>m."
ISU and Purdue are both
advocates of the zone, according to Scott. Scott's recent
adjustments on the Lady Saluki
offense, stressing more scoring
on the inside, will be tested.

to ask for Olympic boycott

By The "-iaW Presa
Former world heavyweiglat
boxing champion Muhammad
Ali interrupted his 12-day tour
of India to undertake what he
said was a "sensitive mission"
to the Middle East and Africa in
behalf of President Jimmy
Carter.

(Feb. 231, but I think the
toughfost part of the schedule is
over. We had to play Minnesota.
Northwestern and Indiana in
that one stretch."
But Indiana State, which
hosts SIU Saturday. will
provide a strong test for the
Lady Saluki defense, according
to Scott. One task will be to
contain Sycamore point guard
Shelly Newell.
"They have an e!lcellent
outside shooter in NeweU,"
colt said. "She's probably the
so far this season. "e'll
definintely have to put the
clamps on her."
Another defensive measure

A U.S. Embassy source in
New Delhi said Ali's trip is
aimed at persuading five
countries in the region to withdraw from the Summer
Olympic Games in 1\loscow.
State Department spokesman
Hodding Carter said AJi will
visit several c:ounlries iD Africa.

Page 28, Daily EcJptiaD, February 1, 1910

Ali has supported the
president's position on t~e
Olympic issue.
"I feel honored to be considered for this mission and that
I am a man who can help in it."
Ali said. But he would not
elaborate oa its nature.

Wayne Abra•• l(oes ap for a llalll-4uak ill die lint half e1 last
nigh&s gallle api1111t Mis11ouri Valley Confrere~~Ce JHder Bradley
l:nivenity. The Bn•es • • the ga•e 5e-48. Tile J.s give~~ the
Sahlkis a 1-'l recanl. Allrams K.-M lea points willa eilhl lletag
lro~~~llae field and two frft threws. SIV pes apblst lndiaaa State
at tile Areuon Salurday. piDetiiDeis at 7:35p.ID.

Men, tvomen swimmers
·venture to Iowa, Mizzou
S•l~ allll Da.e KaM
Olympic«iented. Both teams
having done weU. it's become a
The family that plays natural rivalry."
together stays together.
The two meets represent the
. The Saluki "swimming end of the dual season for the
family,"consisting of the men's Lady Salukis, and Coach Rick
and women's teams, will travel Powers expects a victory at
together this weekend for a dtJal Iowa.
meet with Iowa at Iowa City
"We should win both relays
Saturday and then on to and all but two of the iHdividual
Columbia, Mo.. g;mday for a events," Powers said. "We
dual meet with the Tigers.
have a big advantage in that we
For the men's team, the will be swimming alternating
meeting with Iowa is the third events with the men, which \Viii
this season. In invitationals at give our team a chance to rest.
Jllinois State and Nebraska, the It really helps our small team.
Hawkeyes
captured
the
"We kind of expect to win, but
championships. while the they have an excellent
Salukis finished
second. breaststroker and a g()od
How~'et'. men's Coach Bob
backstroker that should make
Steele is hoping for revenge.
the relays interesting." Power.:
"Everything is diff.:,-ent said.
now," Steele said. "Iowa was
Powers said another adrested when they beat vantage would be that the men
California at Berkeley, last and women will be together to
year·s national champs. I'd say pull for each other.
they're one of the top 12 in the
"The whole thing about
country right now, but we are, traveling with the guys will
too."
psych us up," Powers said.
Steele expects the Salukis' "This is the first time we've
performances in the freestyles done this, but we hope we ean do
to tell the story.
it some more. It cuts down
"The meet depends on how tremendously on costs."
our freestylers can handle
theirs." Steele said. "So. it boils
At Missouri, Steele expects a
down to hOW Dave Parker. Mike victory, but he doesn't unBrown. Kees Venroorn. Bob derestimate the Tigers.
Samples and Marty IC!.'!.~ swim
"They have some talented
in the freestyles. How they go Ui people," Steele said. "They
how SIV goes in the meet."
have last year's fastest high
Brown and Parker have an school sprinter. T. Ryan Yinnis.
added incentive. Parker. from
and Ben Doyle, who m~e
England, has a natural rivalry national standards at our s-s
with Bret Naylor, a· native of meet in the breaststroke. W•fl'f'
New Zealand, and Brown swam RUing to experiment in diff.:rent
against Steve Weiser when they events, but we can't goof around
with them."
went to high school in Iowa.
"I'm expecting a big CI'W'd."
Powers feels the Tiger!~'
Steele said.· "Both teams have a wo.'11en's team is one of the
lot of individuals who are better teams in the Midwest.

By R. .

S&aff Writen

